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Series No Year Date Doc type Name/From  To Summary 
9506.1   Large Notebook Cunningham K S  
Re Indonesia  
Invicta Reporter’s Notebook.  
Sands & McDougall / Pty. Ltd. 
9506.2   Large Notebook   
Re Indonesia  
Buku Notes. AAA Bergaris. 
9506.3   
Large Envelope 
(contains 
notebooks, 
travel diary, 
reports, and 
published 
booklets) 
  
Re Indonesia 
‘The University of Newcastle New South Wales 2308’ 
envelope. 
[Annotation: K.S.C’s notes on Indonesia (returned by 
Daphne & John Keats)]. 
9506.3.1 1955 Circa 1955 
Notebook (& 
business card) 
Cunningham K S  
Walker’s / Loose-Leaf Book.  
Brown leather ring-binder notebook: 
K.S.C.’s / 1955 / Notes on Indonesia. 
Contains (white) business card: “S.W. Wells, 
A.N.Z.I.V. / Colombo Plan Adviser / Vocational 
Training Centre” 
9506.3.2 1955-  Notebook   
Milik Negara Republik Indonesia (Kem. P. P. & K.). 
Brown cover. 
Reports on Visits. 
K.S.C.’s Indonesia visits 1955+  
9506.3.3 1957 23 Sept 1957 Report 
Cunningham K S 
Consultant in 
Teacher Training 
and Educational 
Research 
 
1) UNESCO Mission to Indonesia / Final Report. 
2) Some Notes on The S.G.A.’S (Senior Teachers 
Training Centres) In Indonesia. 
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9506.3.4 1957 1957 Booklet Cunningham K S  
The Educational System of Indonesia – outline of 
structure and terminology. Pale green cover. Compiled 
by Dr K S Cunningham, UNESCO Adviser To Ministry 
Of Education In Teacher Training And Educational 
Research 
9506.3.5 1952 
November 
1952 
Booklet 
Hutasoit M, Kepala 
Bagian Kursus-
Kursus, Ministry of 
Education, 
Instruction and 
Culture Affairs 
 
Summary of A Study on Free Compulsory Primary 
Education In Indonesia. 
9506.3.6 1961 Circa 1961 
Notebook 
(travel diary) 
Cunningham E M  
Grey notebook with red spine. 
[Annotation: Ella Cunningham 1961 trip I think. L.C.] 
9506.4 1973 3 Feb 1973 Birthday card Ha…? K Cunningham K S “To my father’s dear friend…” from Ken Ha…? 
9506.5   
Letter, Memos 
x 2 & Note 
  See below 
9506.5.1 1975 4 Feb 1975 Letter  
Lorraine,  
Faculty of 
Education, Monash 
University 
 List of people who wished you a happy birthday 
9506.5.2   Memo  Monash University  Re Dr Andrew Spaull 
9506.5.3   Memo    Phone message: Prof Neale’s inability to attend 
9506.5.4 1975  Note Cunningham K S Lorraine Request list of attendees to birthday party on 3/2/75 
9506.6 1974 20 Aug 1974 Letter 
Radford W C 
Director, ACER. 
Cunningham K S Invitation to annual dinner on 7th Nov 1974. 
9506.7   Form (blank) 
Australian 
Psychological 
Society 
 
Nomination to the Tenth Council.  
(List of past presidents on verso.) 
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9506.8   Note   
“Ron King Monash 7/7/71”. 
(a) re Raphelson; (b) Ray McCulloch, H.T. Parker & 
Tasmn Clinic; (c) Melb T. C.; (d) early history of 
Mental Hygiene Movt. And Vocatnl Child Guidance 
Centre; and (e) brief list of nature of claim for Xs 
(expenses?). 
9506.9   
Letters x 2 
& Notes 
  See below 
9506.9.1 1973 31 Aug 1973 Letter 
Austin A G 
Prof of Education, 
Faculty of 
Education, 
University of 
Melbourne 
 Re supervising thesis of RF Kimber. 
9506.9.2 1973 
Christmas 
1973 
Letter Kimber R  
Thanks for assistance in his “historical quest” from Ross 
Kimber. 
9506.9.3 1973 23 Oct 1973 Notes   
Re material loaned to Ross Kimber. 
 
9506.10 1972- 
Oct 2 1972 – 
Jan 10 1973 
Notes   
Notes with handwritten diary dates & a few entries from 
Oct 2 1972 to Jan 10 1973. 
9506.11   Notes  Les 
Written on verso of blank ‘Australian College of 
Education – Offer to Present a Paper’ form. Need help 
with sorting out rubbish and personal reminiscences of 
Frank Tate (incl. Tate’s handling of Cameron – as 
quoted in biography, Education with Its Eyes Open). 
9506.12   Notes   Re references for biographical information on her father 
9506.13   Article Cunningham K S  “Standards” – Guiding Star or Shibboleth? pp. 1-21. 
9506.14   
Document 
(unidentified) 
  
“There will be closer collaboration between States in 
curriculum matters…” etc. [Page 26 only.] 
9506.15  1 Sep Note Cunningham L  Williams B 
To Brian Williams: instructions for use of diaries in Box 
1. 
9506.16   Letters x 2   See below 
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9506.16.1 1970 3 Nov 1970 Letter Phillips G  
From Gilbert Phillips, written on letterhead of Embassy 
Motel, Deakin, ACT 2600. Written in green ink. 
9506.16.2 1970 10 Aug 1970 Letter Phillips G  
From Gilbert Phillips, written on letterhead of Embassy 
Motel, Deakin???, ACT 2600. 
9506.17 1970 
 
25 Jun 1970 
 
Letter 
(with copy of 
Tatler Extra 
attached) 
Whiteoak L  
From Len Whiteoak , “Lunan House”, Lunan Ave., Nth 
Geelong, 3215. Attached is a copy of Tatler Extra: “L. 
G. Whiteoak 21 yrs G.T. 
9506.18   
Order/Delivery 
Ticket 
Loys soft drink  
Pencilled on verso ‘96’ ½ doz Wed…’. [Annotations, on 
verso: Metro G. Club 573211 (membership number?), 
broke leg in April, likely not to attend committee 
meeting etc.] 
9506.19  17 Oct 1973 Envelope Wasson…? J M S  
Empty envelope from Kogarah Bay, NSW 2217. 
Postmarked 17 Oct 1973. 
9506.20   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.20.1   Letter Cunningham K S 
Cree J R, 
Manager 
Metropolitan 
Golf Club 
Re David D. Johnson asking for help to join club, whose 
father was a member. 
9506.20.2   Letter 
Cree J R, 
Manager, 
Metropolitan 
Golf Club 
Cunningham K S 
Reply from Cree, with Admission to Membership notes 
and proposal form. 
9506.21   
Letters x 2, 
Notices of Call, 
Subscription 
Receipts 
  See below 
9506.21.1   Letter Cunningham K S Metro Golf Club Requests exemption from rise in subscription fee.  
9506.21.2   Letter 
Metropolitan 
Golf Club 
Cunningham K S Response from Metropolitan Golf Club. 
9506.21.3   
Notices of Call 
& Subscription 
Receipts 
Metropolitan 
Golf Club 
Cunningham K S  
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9506.22   
Letters, 
outstanding 
subscription 
notice, receipt 
for payment etc. 
Dawes F R S, 
Honorary Secretary, 
Australasian 
Pioneers’ Club, 
Sydney 
 
Acceptance of resignation from club.  
 
9506.23   Letter 
University House, 
University of 
Melbourne 
 Request for membership to University House denied. 
9506.24   Letter Cunningham K S 
Miller M M 
Library 
Association of 
Australia 
From Margaret M Miller: apologises for wrong terms 
used in booklet on ACER and library services in 
Australia. 
 
9506.25   
Speech Prompt 
Cards & 
Program cards 
  Tate & Smyth talks 
9506.25.1   
Speech Prompt 
Cards 
  
Yellow prompt cards (x 6) for John Smyth speech. 
 
9506.25.2 1967 1967 Program card   
The Fourteenth Frank Tate Memorial Lecture 1967. 
Cunningham is listed as speaker on Tate. 
 
9506.25.3 1968 1968 Program card   
1968 John Smyth Memorial Lecture. Cunningham listed 
as speaker on Smyth & making presentation to Prof S S 
Dunn. 
9506.26 1971 1971 
Overdue 
Subscription 
Notice 
Victorian Institute of 
Educational 
Research (VIER) 
 
1971 Victorian Institute of Educational Research 
(VIER). 
9506.27   
Letters x 4, 
Notes, & 
program cards 
  See below 
9506.27.1 1967 
 
16 May 1967 
 
Letter 
Victorian Institute 
for Educational 
Research (VIER) 
 
Re invitation to deliver Introductory Oration at Frank 
Tate Memorial Lecture. 
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9506.27.2 1967 June 1967 Notes Cunningham  
Re Frank Tate Memorial Lecture speech, 27th June 1967 
(4 small notebook pages). 
9506.27.3 1967 June 1967 Notes Cunningham  Re Frank Tate Memorial Lecture, 27 June 1967 
9506.27.4 1967 27 July 1967 Letter Cunningham K S  Reply letter of thanks. 
950627.5 1968 
22 May 1968 
 
Letter 
Cohen D, Education 
Department Victoria 
 
From David Cohen: re sending program for upcoming 
1968 John Smyth Memorial Lecture 
950627.6 1968 20 June 1968 Letter 
Victorian Institute 
for Educational 
Research (VIER) 
 
Letter of thanks re John Smyth Memorial Lecture 
address. 
9506.27.7 1967- 
1967 
1968 
1973 
Program cards   
14th Frank Tate Memorial Lecture  
15th Frank Tate Memorial Lecture  
20th Frank Tate Memorial Lecture  
9506.28 1968 
Oct & Nov 
1968 
Pamphlet 
1968 Human Rights 
Year Seminars on 
Education 
 
At Monash University. RT Fitzgerald from ACER and 
SS Dunn from Monash Uni listed as speakers. 
9506.29 1969 30 May 1969 Newsletter 
Mitchell J (Pres.) & 
Chapman D (Sec.), 
1929 Primes Re-
Union, Melbourne 
Teachers’ College 
 
From Jack Mitchell (Pres.) & Dick Chapman (Sec.): re 
Wrap-up of the 1929 Primes Re-Union, Melbourne 
Teachers’ College. 
9506.30   
Membership 
Reminder 
Victorian Institute 
for Educational 
Research (VIER) 
 
Reminder to unofficial members about membership 
status. Annotation by Cunningham, stating that he was 
elected to honourable membership 3-4 years ago. 
9506.31 1967 28 June 1967 
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
‘Failure built into secondary school system’ said by 
Director of Secondary Education, Mr R Reed, at the 14th 
Frank Tate Memorial Lecture. ‘The Age’. 
9506.32   Letters x 3   See below 
9506.32.1 1967 7 July 1967 Letter 
Madgwick  
Robert Bowden  
Cunningham K S 
From Sir Robert Madgwick (Bert): thanks for 
acknowledgement of appointment as Chairman of ABC. 
9506.32.2 1970 9 July 1970 Letter 
Madgwick  
Robert Bowden 
Cunningham K S 
From Sir Robert Madgwick (Bert): re Cunningham’s 
suggestions about educational programs, plus personal 
info about moving back to Sydney from Canberra. 
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9506.32.3 1970 24 July 1970 Letter 
Madgwick  
Robert Bowden 
Cunningham K S 
From Sir Robert Madgwick (Bert): response re 
educational programs, mentions ‘Four Corners’ and 
‘This Day Tonight’. 
9506.33 1970 5 Nov 1970 Letter 
Graduate Union of 
University of 
Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
Request for donation – contains significant info about 
transition from Melbourne University Union, changes to 
status of life members re fees etc. 
9506.34 1959 8 Jan 1959 Letter 
Stoneman E T, 
International 
Council of Women 
Psychologists 
Cunningham K S 
From Ethel T Stoneman: re Cunningham’s comments on 
WMHD project.  
9506.35 1970 
22 April 
1970 
Letter 
Goodman R, 
University of 
Queensland 
Cunningham K S 
From Rupert Goodman: thanks re Cunningham’s 
comments on his book, ‘Secondary Education in 
Queensland’ (1968). 
9506.36 1957 1 Nov 1957 Letter 
Hunt C W, 
Chairman, Columbia 
Uni Teachers 
College, Alumni 
Fellowship Fund 
Cunningham K S 
From Charles W Hunt: re change of address, news of 
experiences in Indonesia, and thanks for $20 donation 
and continued support. 
9506.37   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.37.1 1967 27 Dec 1967 Letter 
Morehouse W, State 
Education 
Department, 
University of  
the State of  
New York 
 
From Ward Morehouse: re impending Melbourne visit 
and desire to meet. (Annotation on verso re letter to 
Herb Grantham explaining Cunningham’s inability to 
meet Morehouse due to delay in receiving his letter.) 
 
9506.37.2 1968 7 June 1968 Letter Grantham H Cunningham K S 
From Herb Grantham: refers to Morehouse’s inability to 
meet with Cunningham on his visit. Many other people 
mentioned, plus UNESCO, Indonesia, and other places. 
9506.38 1954 29 June 1954 Proposal   
Committee of Enquiry into Education –A First Outline 
of Possible Questions. 
9506.39   
Letters x 5 & 
Questionnaire 
  See below 
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9506.39.1 1966 28 Aug 1966 Letter Cunningham K S 
Keats J  
& Keats D 
From John & Daphne (Keats): re recent meeting, their 
impending trip to Indonesia and whether or not 
Cunningham could offer any advice, perhaps by 
meeting before they leave. 
 
9506.39.2 1966 30 Sept 1966 Letter Keats D Cunningham K S 
From Daphne (Keats) to K C [sic] Cunningham: accepts 
assistance and requests possible introductions to friends 
in Indonesia. Provides details of potential but 
unconfirmed itinerary. (Includes Cunningham’s 
annotations re his movements etc.) 
9506.39.3   Questionnaire 
Australian National 
University Research 
School of Pacific 
Studies 
 
Questionnaire on experiences since returning from study 
in Australia – has not been completed. 
9506.39.4 1966 11 Oct 1966 Letter Keats D Cunningham K S 
Re thanks for copies of Cunningham’s report, booklets, 
notes, and list of contacts. 
9506.39.5 1966 16 Sept 1966 Letter Cunningham K S 
Keats J A, 
Department of 
Psychology, 
University of 
Newcastle 
From Prof J A Keats: re photograph of Cunningham, 
and query whether Cunningham’s letter dated 28/8 had 
been received. 
9506.39.6 1964 30 Sept 1964 Letter 
Downing R I, 
Ritchie Professor of 
Research in 
Economics, 
University of 
Melbourne 
 
 
Re enquiry into the efficacy of Australian technical 
assistance to developing countries in Asia. (Annotations 
dated 26th July 1966: Downing referred Cunningham to 
Boxer, whom Cunningham arranges to meet.) 
9506.40 1966 29 Aug 1966 Letter 
Rayner S A, 
Deputy Registrar, 
University of 
Queensland 
Cunningham K S Information re qualification of Professor Elton Mayo. 
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9506.41 1966 18 Aug 1966 Letter 
Purkis B, Secretary, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
Re papers left behind: returning final report to Unesco 
with this letter and asks if Cunningham would like other 
papers left behind also returned. 
9506.42   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.42.1 1966 23 Sept 1966 Letter 
Radcliffe J A, 
Executive Officer, 
Australian 
Psychological 
Society, Department 
of Psychology, 
University of 
Sydney 
 
Cunningham K S 
Informs Cunningham that he has been elected to 
Honorary Fellowship of the Society at Extraordinary 
General Meetings of 24th & 25th of August 1966. 
 
9506.42.2 1966 13 Sept 1966 Letter 
Keats J A, 
Prof of Psychology, 
Dept of Psychology, 
University of 
Newcastle 
Cunningham K S 
Congratulates Cunningham on Honorary Fellowship, 
and asks for photographs of initial honorary fellows for 
hanging in the department. 
9506.43 1966 8 Aug 1966 Letter 
Purkis B, Secretary, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
Re pamphlets left behind – Helen has picked some, and 
Professor Connell would like to know if he can select 
some to keep or if Cunningham would like the 
remainder returned. 
9506.44   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.44.1 1965 2 Dec 1965 Letter 
Gibb C A, Honorary 
Secretary, 
Social Science 
Research Council of 
Australia, c/o the 
Australian National 
University 
Cunningham K S 
From Prof Cecil A Gibb: notifies Cunningham of his 
election to Honorary Membership, as decided at Annual 
General Meeting of 4th November 1965 in Canberra. 
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9506.44.2   Letter 
[Annotation: from 
K.S.C.] 
Gibb C A 
Thanks for election to Honorary Membership and 
reflects on the challenges in setting up a co-operative 
body of scientists. 
9506.45   
Letter & 
newspaper 
clipping 
  See below 
9506.45.1   Letter 
Anderson D, 
Education Research 
Office, University of 
Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
From Don Anderson: re thanks to Cunningham for letter 
of support. Attached is a newspaper clipping (see 
below). 
9506.45.2   
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
‘Changes in matric wanted by expert’ by Mr D S 
Anderson. (Attached to letter above.) 
9506.46   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.46.1 1965 26 Nov 1965 Letter 
Bill,  
Dpt of Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S  
Re Cunningham’s reaction to ‘Hardie’s piece’, suggests 
that Cunningham write a letter in response. Has not yet 
read Vol. 3 of the Martin Report. 
9506.46.2 1965 17 Dec 1965 Letter 
Connell W F,  
Prof of Education, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
From Bill (W F Connell): thanks Cunningham for his 
letter to the Editor and confirms that it will be published 
in the next issue of the Journal. 
9506.47  6 Dec Letter Wyndham Harold Cunningham K S 
From Harold Wyndham: thanks for letter of 
congratulations re award & for assistance received from 
Ken & ACER during his transition from history to 
education. Education news from Europe, incl. renewed 
interest in “Ability Grouping” (Wyndham’s 1934 
doctoral thesis). 
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9506.48 1965 
13 April 
1965 
Letter 
Spearritt D,  
Assoc Prof in 
Education, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
From Don Spearritt: thanks Cunningham for his report 
& comments on Dr Anderson’s thesis. Mentions 
arrangements for payment of examiners fee. Suggests 
that Cunningham can return the thesis when he is in 
Sydney at the end of the month. 
9506.49 1965 16 Mar 1965 
Nomination 
form 
Hoy A,  
FACE, 
Australian College 
of Education 
Cunningham K S 
From Alice Hoy: invites Cunningham to submit 
nominations for a Victorian Fellows representative. A 
list of fellows in Victoria is provided on the second 
page. 
9506.50 1965 
27 April 
1965 
Letter 
Doust R F, General 
Secretary, Library 
Association of 
Australia 
Cunningham K S 
21 Lennox St, 
Rockdale, NSW 
Reply to Cunningham’s letter of 12th April 1965 re short 
history of Library Assoc. of Australia (published in 
Australian Library Journal). Johnson didn’t have access 
to Cunningham’s pamphlet when preparing support doc 
for the Assoc’s petition for Royal Charter & Doust 
wasn’t aware of it. Invites Cunningham to meet at 
Assoc’s office while he is in Sydney. 
9506.51 1965 13 Oct 1965 Letter 
La Naize (?) J, 
Dept of History, 
University of 
Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
From John La Naize (?): thanks Cunningham for his 
letter, but suggests that the complete book might give a 
different impression to that given by the extract in The 
Age. Also thanks Cunningham’s good wishes on 
Canberra appointment, which will be a challenge as 
successor to Hancock. 
9506.52 1965 29 July1965 Letter 
Timpson T H, Hon. 
Secretary, The 
Australian College 
of Education 
Cunningham K S 
Acknowledges Cunningham’s letter re fees for retired 
fellow & Members of the College. Executive will make 
recommendation for next council meeting. Advises that 
Cunningham may retain his fellowship & all fees will be 
remitted. 
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9506.53 1964 31 Aug 1964 Letter 
Connell W F, 
Prof of Education, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
Thanks for kind remarks re Foundations of Secondary 
Education. Recalls that Cunningham was one of his 
teachers at University of Melbourne. Recently read 
Training the Administrator & gives positive feedback. 
Thanks for feedback re idea to develop pre-service 
course for Inspectors, proposes ideas for course length 
& invites further suggestions re course content. 
9506.54 1964 6 July 1964 Letter 
Verco D J A, 
Department of 
Education NSW 
Cunningham K S 
From David J A Verco: has been unable to respond to 
Cunningham’s letter of 13/4/1964 due to travelling; was 
in Melbourne for Frank Tate Memorial Lecture but 
unable to catch up; was impressed with Cunningham 
and Radford’s joint study on Administration, which will 
be one of the texts included for next Seminar on 
Supervision in January for Inspectors of Schools of all 
Australian states; will try to get copies of Department 
publications for Cunningham when possible. 
9506.55 1964 21 Sept 1964 Letter Myer K Cunningham K S 
From Kenneth Myer: reluctant to re-join Beefeater’s 
Club & suggests filling membership losses due to deaths 
of older members with new blood. Interested to see 
Cunningham’s notes on talk on Carnegie Corporation. 
9506.56 1964 7 Feb 1964 Letter 
Marsaban A, 
Cultural Attaché, 
Embassy of 
Indonesia, Cultural 
Section, Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
From Ali Marsaban: thanks for letter of 9/12/1963. 
Worked with Cunningham at Ministry of Education in 
Indonesia in 1956-57. After Cunningham’s departure, 
succeeded Mr Soegarda as Director of the Department 
of General Education & served in this position until 
5/7/1963. Currently Cultural Attaché in Sydney - 
probably to foster friendly relations between Australia 
& Indonesia. 
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9506.57 1964 24 Jan 1964 Letter M??? A Cunningham K S 
From Alex…? M…? [illegible]: thanks for 
Cunningham’s note of 23rd Jan. Cunningham probably 
saw early edition of The Herald, which had 
interchanged his & the Minister’s messages – the 
Minister is the one who is going to New Zealand and 
taking Fred Brooks with him (who has been 
investigating decentralization). Concerned about higher 
standards & passing blame for student failure onto 
teachers. Will pass Cunningham’s letter on to the 
Minister. 
9506.58 1964 23 Oct 1964 Letter 
Orr K, 
Lecturer in 
Education, 
University College 
of Townsville 
Cunningham K S 
From Kenneth Orr: thanks for letter of 11th Oct & 
information re Indonesia. Acknowledges challenges of 
prospective tour, but hopes that contact with two current 
residents will help with networking. Will follow up on 
suggestion to contact Cunningham’s colleague, Mr 
Krishnamurthy, & Department for Village Uplift. 
9506.59 1964 2 Oct 1964 Letter 
Orr K  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Kenneth Orr: requests contacts for introductions 
& networking in Indonesia for upcoming research tour 
of Sth Eastern Asian countries on provision of education 
for agricultural villagers. Also suggestions for reading 
material – has ordered Cunningham’s book.  
9506.60 
 
1964 26 Oct 1964 Letter 
Downing R I, 
Ritchie Professor of 
Research in 
Economics, 
University of 
Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
Thanks Cunningham for return of questionnaire on 
Australian Technical Assistance to Developing 
Countries in Asia & may make contact again in future. 
9506.61 1964 24 Feb 1964 Letter 
Stout A K 
Department of 
Philosophy 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
From Alan K Stout: re Cunningham’s agreement Stout’s 
paper for the Australian College of Education. Has read 
Cunningham’s paper in the Australian Journal of 
Education. Mentions that the Orr case is not over yet. 
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9506.62 1964 6 Aug 1964 Letter 
White H L, National 
Librarian, National 
Library of Australia 
Cunningham K S 
From Harold L White: enjoyed Cunningham’s address 
& is pleased to be associated with him & his colleagues. 
Is enclosing Lesley’s notes of her address, which was 
lively, incl. fresh anecdotes and could be further 
developed – eg include Tauber Report & documentation 
submitted to Board of Inquiry in library services in 
Victoria, incl. info about the functions of different types 
of libraries. 
9506.63 1962 20 July 1962 Letter 
White H L  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Harold L White: thanks for letter of 19th June & 
congratulations sent re receipt of Queens Honour – 
recognition of devoted service of Parliamentary & 
National Libraries staff & early inspiration of people 
such as Frank Tate & Cunningham. Grateful for 
Cunningham’s comments on World Book 
Encyclopaedia & notes about Columbia University’s 
Forum journal, of which the National Library has a set 
(1957 – ). 
9506.64 1962 31 May 1962 Letter 
White H L  
 “as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Harold L White: apologies for infrequent visits. 
Brief notes on World Book Encyclopaedia. NLA 
doesn’t receive Forum journal from Columbia 
University regularly, no records of it in their collection. 
Asks Cunningham to write again if he feels this should 
be rectified. 
9506.65 1963 30 Oct 1963 Letter 
Law? [illegible], 
Managing Editor, 
Chambers’ 
Encyclopaedia, 
London 
Cunningham K S 
Re reprinting of the encyclopaedia, asks Cunningham, 
as a contributor, to provide his updated details. 
9506.66 1963 13 Dec 1963 Letter 
Chris McCrae 
35 Calwert Pde, 
Newport Beach 
(Annotation by L.C.: 
[From Prof. 
McCrae’?] 
Cunningham K S 
Agrees to Cunningham’s request to send him his article 
for comment & thanks him for his comments on ‘the 
salt of the earth’, one of four things he wrote that year. 
Has enclosed another written piece and describes others’ 
positive responses. Comments on Cunningham’s energy 
and vitality. 
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9506.67 1963 3 May 1963 Letter 
Munaphuith S 
[illegible],  
School of Education, 
University of 
Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
From Stephen Munaphuith [illegible]: has read 
Cunningham’s 1939 article on technical education in 
(illegible) Year Book, provides positive feedback, and 
intends to quote from it at an Economics Society Forum 
on Education that night. 
 
9506.68 1962 9 April 1962 Letter 
Walsh E R, Editorial 
Secretary, 
Chambers’ 
Encyclopaedia, 
London 
 
From Eileen R Walsh: advises that a cheque will be sent 
separately for payment of fee for revision of the article 
Australia & Education & asks Cunningham to sign 
copyright form on reverse of cheque. 
9506.69   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.69.1 1961 29 Nov 1961 Letter 
Bailey K H, 
Solicitor-General’s 
Office, 
Commonwealth of 
Australia 
Cunningham K S 
From Ken H Bailey: thanks for letter of 26th Nov. Asks 
to advise re dates for Cunningham’s upcoming trip to 
Canberra; will consider Cunningham’s suggestion re 
“the Beefs” (Beefeaters Club) if he is ever in Melbourne 
on last Friday of the month. 
9506.69.2 1961 14 Oct 1961 Letter 
Bailey K H, 
 “as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Advises that the “Colombo Plan people in External 
Affairs” will pay for Mrs Darmadji’s dental expenses as 
a special case, and that this should not be seen as a 
precedent for future exchange conditions. 
9506.70   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.70.1 1962 6 Feb 1962 Letter 
Menzies,  
Robert Gordon 
Cunningham K S 
From Prime Minister Robert Menzies: thanks 
Cunningham for his letter re "the Dutch New Guinea 
issue”. 
9506.70.2 1962 25 Jan 1962 Letter Cunningham K S 
Menzies, Sir 
Robert Gordon 
Appreciates “tone and content of official statements” 
made by Menzies re “the New Guinea crisis”. 
9506.71   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.71.1 1962 1 May 1962 Letter 
Maclaine A G, 
Lecturer in 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
From Alan G Maclaine: thanks for copy of H. C. Dent’s 
letter to Cunningham re his impressions of Australian 
education, which Maclaine will return in approx. one 
month. 
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9506.71.2 1961 23 Dec 1961 Letter 
Maclaine A G,  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S  
c/o ACER,  
369 Lonsdale 
St., Melbourne 
From Alan G Maclaine: met Cunningham in Prof. 
Connell’s office to discuss Educational Administration 
in Australia. A reminder to send him a copy of H.C. 
Dent’s comments on Aust. Ed. so he can summarize for 
his students. 
 
9506.73 1962 30 Jan 1962 Letter 
Sawer G, 
Prof of Law, 
Research School of 
Social Sciences, 
ANU 
Cunningham K S 
From Geoff Sawer: thanks for Cunningham’s letter of 
9th Jan. Author was holidaying at the coast while Pat 
Shaw stayed at his house in Canberra – was impressed 
by Shaw’s views, which were similar to Cunningham’s. 
Comments that, despite the “unsatisfactory position”, he 
would now back the Indonesians as the better of two 
evils. 
9506.74   
Aerogrammes 
x 2 
  See below 
9506.74.1 1962 16 Jan 1962 Aerogramme 
Parry A K, Assistant 
Editor, Chambers’ 
Encyclopaedia, 
George Newnes, 
Limited & C. Arthur 
Pearson, Limited, 
Publishers, London 
Cunningham K S 
From Miss A K Parry: thanks Cunningham for returning 
& approving the edited section of the article 
“AUSTRALIA on Education”, and for returning the 
card sent by the Managing Editor. 
9506.74.2 1961 14 Nov 1961 Aerogramme 
Parry A K,  
“as above” 
Radford W C, 
Director, 
Australian 
Council for 
Educational 
Research 
 
From Miss A K Parry: thanks Radford for his letter of 
9th Nov. Advises that the publisher is sending a revised 
copy of the article to Cunningham, and await his 
approval. Also, notes Radford’s generosity in 
suggesting that the publisher’s cheque should be made 
out to Cunningham. 
9506.75 1961 7 Sept 1961 Letter 
Lewis C, 
Box Hill City 
Library 
Cunningham K S 
Reply to Cunningham’s letter of 14th Aug re Library 
Association of Victoria’s project to recognise work of 
Tate. Reminder of upcoming meeting at State Library 
on Mon 18th Sept & hopes to see Cunningham there – if 
not, can offer suggestions for recognition of Tate. 
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9506.76 1961 28 July 1961 Minutes 
Sub-Committee of 
Council of Library 
Association of Vic 
 
Minutes of meeting held at Discharge Serviceman’s 
Board office. 
9506.77 1959- 
Circa 
1959 – 60 
Letter Archy “Dear frie s” 
Humorous Christmas letter re news of Helen and 
Herman Hettinger. 
9506.78 1961 14 Nov 1961 Letter 
Parry A K,  
Assistant Editor, 
Office of the Editor, 
Chambers’ 
Encyclopaedia, 
George Newnes Ltd 
London 
Cunningham K S 
From Miss A K Parry: re revision of Chambers’ 
Encyclopaedia, draft of Cunningham’s article on 
Education (for main article…  
9506.79   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.79.1 1959 9 Feb 1959 Letter 
Jeffery L 
[or ‘I. Jeffery’] 
The Age 
Cunningham K S 
The Sub-Editor of correspondence column thanks 
Cunningham for his letter re school leaving age & 
teachers’ freedom to comment publicly, but it cannot be 
published due to other topics needing to be covered. 
9506.79.2 1959 5 Feb 1959 Letter Cunningham K S 
The Editor,  
The Age, 
Melbourne 
To The Age newspaper: re raising school leaving age in 
Victoria; encourage youth to stay in school longer & 
develop critical skills; disappointed in Victoria’s 
expenditure on education compared to national average; 
disappointed in reluctance to allow discussion of 
controversial issues in schools; teachers should be 
trusted & allowed to make public comments on 
educational issues & this would benefit democracy; the 
structure of the education system should be examined; a 
survey made by recognised authorities from other 
countries would be a positive move. [2 copies] 
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9506.80 1959 7 July 1959 Letter 
President, Victorian 
Section, New 
Education 
Fellowship 
The Editor, 
The Age 
Re Conant Report. “Why not here too?” Refers to article 
published in The Age on 4/7/59 - Minister of Education 
pays a tribute to Dr Conant’s latest book on education. 
Cunningham suggests Conant, as an independent expert, 
be commissioned to do a similar survey here because he 
undertook a brief study of Australian schools during a 
visit ten years before. Also, should we have separate 
schools for academic & technical studies? Murray 
Report has been beneficial to university studies in 
Australia. 
9506.81 1961 19 May 1961 Letter 
Walker C F, 
Headmaster,  
Box Hill Grammar 
School 
Cunningham K S 
From C F Walker MA: asks Cunningham for feedback 
on his report, prepared for an upcoming school council 
meeting, re opposition to the development of a co-
educational school surfacing due to potential erection of 
new buildings. 
9506.82 1961 16 Oct 1961 Letter 
Parker R S, 
Research School of 
Social Sciences, 
Australian National 
University 
Cunningham K S 
Follow up to the writer’s letter of 25/9, more 
information is available about Mr John Redrup’s 
project, guided by Prof Barrie. The project, re analysis 
of problems facing universities in relation to enrolments 
& staffing, is less closely connected to Cunningham 
than initially thought. It will be a sociological study, 
rather than a study in educational theory. 
9506.83 1961 25 Sept 1961 Letter 
Parker R S, 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Thanks for Cunningham’s letter of 15/9. Provides 
detailed comments on Cunningham’s suggestion that 
some “educational responsibilities” could be allocated 
to local government level. Compares with legislation for 
State Libraries, which was considered from the outset, 
but this hasn’t been the case with administration of 
education. Discusses New Zealand education system in 
comparison. 
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9506.84 1961 24 Sept 1961 Letter 
Bailey K H 
Solicitor-General’s 
Office, 
Commonwealth of 
Australia 
 
From Ken H Bailey: will contact his colleagues re Mrs 
Darmadji’s dental problems. Yseult, who has been ill 
herself, was impressed with her. Bailey might be 
appearing in 2 or 3 constitutional cases in the High 
Court in October – he might be able to fit in a dinner 
with the “Beefs” (Beefeater’s Club).  
9506.85 1961 25 Mar 1961 Letter Latham J G Radford W C 
From Sir John Latham: thanks Radford for sending a 
copy of Cunningham’s history of the ACER in relation 
to library services. Latham admires the work as a record 
of “admirable and intelligent cooperation” and was 
pleased to see the recognition given Frank Tate. Also 
mentions Metcalfe, Remington, Pitt, Shepardson, and 
others.  
9506.86   Letters x 4   See below 
9506.86.1 1961 7 Feb 1961 Letter  
Pratt J J, 
Deputy Director, 
Commonwealth 
Office of 
Education 
From Jim Pratt: has checked the copy of the UNESCO 
bibliography, is attaching a list of corrections, & asks if 
more copies are required. Attached is a short list of 
corrections. 
9506.86.2   Letter 
Pratt J J, 
Acting Director, 
Commonwealth 
Office of Education 
Cunningham K S 
From Jim Pratt: thanks letter of 17/11 re the 
International Guide to Educational Documentation and 
answers his queries re reference material to use, 
availability of material, and makes some suggestions re 
content and formatting. Also suggests that Cunningham 
and his wife visit his office before Christmas, and offers 
some financial support for such a trip. 
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9506.86.3 1960 17 Nov 1960 Letter [Annotation: K.S.C.] 
Pratt J J, 
Acting Director, 
Commonwealth 
Office of 
Education 
Cunningham has begun a detailed study of the papers 
for the UNESCO project of Educational Documentation, 
intends to examine resources in ACER library, and asks 
for Pratt’s opinion on various points. Cunningham says 
that he will probably need to also study resources 
available interstate, such as Pratt’s office and the 
National Library in Canberra – will need to mention 
New Guinea, Papua and Nauru as part of Australian 
coverage. Mentions options for travel and 
accommodation. 
9506.86.4 1961 16 Feb 1961 Letter 
Pratt J J, 
Deputy Director, 
Commonwealth 
Office of Education 
Cunningham K S 
Instead of advising minor changes to the document on 
bibliographic sources, some of the pages have been 
retyped. Thanks Cunningham for the great work he did. 
9506.87   
Letters x 2 & 
Aerogramme 
  See below 
9506.87.1 1961 28 Mar 1961 Letter 
McGrath J, Director, 
Australian War 
Memorial 
Cunningham K S 
Reply to Cunningham’s letter of 23/3/61 & accepts his 
offer of a watercolour by A S H Picking. Suggests 
Cunningham bring the painting with him on his next 
visit to Canberra or hand it to their Melbourne office at 
the Exhibition Buildings. 
9506.87.2 1962 1 Feb 1962 Aerogramme 
Picking M 
(signed Marjorie?) 
Cunningham K S 
Thanks Cunningham for sending “Pixie’s” picture to 
Warm Memorial & was pleased to hear their news incl. 
their 7000 mile trip to Darwin via Alice Springs. Shares 
own personal news, incl. a visit from Charles Wheeler, 
OBEDCM, from Melb. 
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9506.87.3 1961 1 Aug 1961 Letter 
Drummond D H, 
Commonwealth 
Parliament Offices, 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S  
369 Lonsdale St, 
Melbourne 
Marked ‘Personal’. Thanks Cunningham for sending 
publication about ACER Library Service in Australia & 
says it is a great record of the development of the Free 
Library Movement and of ACER’s role in that. Thanks 
Cunningham for recognition of Drummond’s 
contribution and agrees re G C Remington’s self-
sacrifice and leadership. Mentions recent visit to 
Tamworth & the Guy Kable Memorial Cultural Centre, 
which was built in the Namoi Regional Library in 
honour of former town clerk who had launched the 
Movement, possibly the first in Northern NSW. 
Comments that his own town of Armidale was slow to 
move on this issue, but now has a fine library. 
9506.88 1961 8 Aug 1961 Letter 
Lewis C, 
City Librarian, 
Box Hill City 
Library 
Cunningham K S 
Re the Library Association of Victoria’s desire to 
recognise Frank Tate’s services to libraries. Had sent 
Cunningham an invitation to a meeting, but was given 
the wrong address. Re publicity, E J Fairnie contacted 
Prof Browne, who suggested contacting Cunningham, 
for info for an upcoming television spot. Invites 
Cunningham to next meeting on 18th Sept. 
9506.89 1961 25 Aug 1961 Letter 
Metcalf K D, 
Massachusetts 
Cunningham K S  
369 Lonsdale St, 
Melbourne 
From Keyes D Metcalf: thanks Cunningham for his 
pamphlet on ACER & Library Services in Australia, 
confirms his interest in Australian libraries & that he 
will find it very useful. 
9506.90 1951 22 Jan 1958 Letter 
Dudley L P, 
Executive Editor, 
Office of the Editor, 
The Encyclopaedia 
Americana,  
New York 
Cunningham K S 
From Lavinia P Dudley: thanks Cunningham for 
agreeing to write the 1,500 word article on Education 
for a new series of articles on Australia, as 
communicated by their Advisory Editor on Australia, 
Mr R. W. Younger. 
9506.91   
Circulars, 
ballots etc. 
   
9506.92   Agenda   First General Meeting agenda (booklet) 
9506.93 1968- 1968 – 69 Pamphlet   Subscription pamphlet for new members 
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9506.94 1969 1969 Form   
Registration form & info for the Education for Mental 
Health Seminar 1969, presented by the Australian 
National Association for Mental Health in conjunction 
with the Extension Department of the University of 
New England. 
9506.95 1968 18 Nov 1968 Letter   Welcome as council member. 
9506.96 1972 June 1972 Newsletter   June 1972 Newsletter 
9506.97 1970 15 Dec 1970 Minutes   Minutes of Annual General Meeting 
9506.98 1971 1971 Notice   Notice of AGM 30 Nov 1971 
9506.99 1951 27 June 1951 Letter Gaffe C S  
From Charles S Gaffe: re selected material from 
students (drawings by Aboriginal children) at Carrolup 
Native Settlement WA donated to K S Cunningham.  
9506.100   Pamphlet   
Are Australians Educated? Discussion Pamphlet – 
Australian Army Education Service 
9506.101   Pamphlet 
Phillips L W & 
Cunningham K S 
 
The Future of Education, No. 10 – Education for 
Livelihood. ACER pamphlet. 
9506.102   Pamphlet   
Toward Better Education – A Plea for Reform. 
Pamphlet, reprinting of series by The Argus, 
Melbourne. 
9506.103 1947 15 Dec 1947  Cunningham K S  
Some Suggestions for Educational Development in 
Victoria – statement supplied at request of W. S. Kent 
Hughes when Minister of Education in Victoria. 
9506.104   Notes   
Modern Daydreaming – Two Ways of Thinking – 
reality, phantasy. 
9506.105 1940 26 May 1940 Letter Hancock W K  
From Prof W K Hancock (now Prof of Modern History 
at Birmingham University) to a friend in Australia, 
written from Birmingham on May 26th last. [Possibly a 
typed copy of Prof Hancock’s letter, with an 
introduction/typed annotation by K. S. Cunningham] 
 
9506.106 1990 Jan 1990 Note Cunningham L  
Note to Brian Williams re instructions for use of diaries 
in Box 2. 
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9506.107 1955 11 Jan 1955 Aerogramme 
Lauwerys J A, 
University of 
London Institute of 
Education 
Cunningham K S From Prof J A Lauwerys: re Cunningham’s retirement. 
9506.108 1960 Nov 1960 Article  Cunningham K S 
‘Social Inertia in Education’, The Australian Journal of 
Education, Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 139-146. 
 
9506.109   Notes   
Annotations: Kandel “Amer.” [?] Edn. In the 20th 
Century”, Harvard University Press 1957. pp. 12-13; pp. 
22; p. 78 [each with paragraph of notes]. 
 
9506.110 1953 21 July 1953 Letter 
Public Service 
Board, Sydney 
Cunningham L E 
ACER, 
147 Collins 
Street, 
Melbourne 
Rejection of Lesley’s application (dated 12th July) for 
the position of Area Welfare Officer, Aborigines’ 
Welfare Board because the position is designated for a 
male employee. 
 
9506.111 1972 1972 Lecture 
Jackson M, Monash 
University 
 
From Merrill Jackson: ‘Special Education – Its 
Contribution to the Alleviation of Human Suffering in 
Victoria’ in the Series “Education in Victoria One 
hundred Years of State  
Control” (24 pages). 
9506.112 1968 1968 Notes   
Notes from D E Edgar’s thesis on The Educational Ideas 
& Influence on Victorian Education of Dr John Smyth. 
[Annotation: Read by KSC in 1968 in preparation for 
giving introductory talk on Smyth at the John Smyth 
Memorial Lecture that year.] 
9506.113   
Letters x 2, 
Notes, & 
booklet 
(section) 
  See below 
9506.113.1 1963 18 Oct 1963 Letter Edgar D Cunningham K S 
From Don Edgar: requests a meeting with regard to 
Cunningham’s recollections of Smyth for his thesis. 
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9506.113.2   
Notes & booklet 
(section) 
  
‘D E Edgar Re Thesis on Dr Smyth’ plus typed 
information from page 38 of a 1961 booklet that 
discusses and describes tasks that can be performed with 
elementary arithmetic and other elementary 
mathematical concepts. 
9506.113.3   Letter Weykes O Cunningham K S 
From Olive Weykes: thanks Cunningham for his letter 
and notes on Smyth for Edgar’s thesis. 
9506.114   
Misc. doc & 
Letters x 2 
  See below 
9506.114.1   Misc. document   
D E Edgar – Thesis subject promising (ELF) & brief 
School of Education Record 
9506.114.2   Letter  
Research 
Committee, 
Faculty of 
Education, 
University of 
Melbourne 
 
9506.114.3   Letter Research committee 
Faculty of 
Education, 
University of 
Melbourne 
“Proposed Thesis of Degree of Master of Education”. 
9506.115 1990 Feb 1990 Large Envelope Cunningham L E  
STANDARDS 
[in A.C.E.R., Frederick Street, Hawthorn envelope]. 
From Lesley Cunningham 
[Annotation: B.W. I give up on “Standards” etc.] 
9506.115.1   Large Envelope  
Addressed to 
‘Mrs Ella M 
Cunningham’ 
“Standards” 
[In National Bank of Australasia Ltd envelope] 
Annotations: B.W. / “Standards” / reprints from 
Journal of Education / Education & the Social 
Sciences / T.R Garnett [Headmaster, Geelong 
Grammar School] 
9506.115.1.1   Note   “Standards” – with 16 points outlined. 
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9506.115.1.2   Notes or draft   
‘Section J. A Critical Analysis of the Present Use of the 
term Standards as applied to Education’ [handwritten on 
the back of Page 23 of a document typed in blue ink on 
foolscap paper]. 
9506.115.2   Envelope 
Geelong C of E 
Grammar School, 
Corio 
Cunningham K 
S 
Contains a newspaper clipping and two letters (see 
below) 
9506.115.2.1 1964 3 Apr 1964 
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
From page 2 of The Age titled ‘A Headmaster’s Views 
– Five Bars to Progress in Education’. 
9506.115.2.2 1964 29 Apr 1964 Letter 
Garnett T R, 
Headmaster, 
Geelong Church of 
England Grammar 
School 
Cunningham K S 
Apologises for not having fully read or commented on 
article sent by Cunningham, and promises to do so soon. 
9506.115.2.3   Letter 
Garnett T R,  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Writer has since read Cunningham’s article, “Standards: 
Use and Abuse” and offers some feedback. 
9506.115.3 1965 23 Aug 1965 Letter 
Clark J F, University 
of New South Wales 
Cunningham K S 
Writer sends copy of a report, which may be useful to 
Cunningham on the issue of standards. 
9506.115.4   Article (draft)   
Use and Abuse (7 pages). [Annotation, beneath title, in 
blue ink: “Down with ‘Standards’” (possible 
alternative). 
9506.115.5 1966 March 1966 Article  Cunningham K S 
‘Standards’, The Australian Journal of Education, 
Volume 10, Number 1, pages 1 – 11 (3 copies). 
9506.115.6   
Letters x 2 
& article 
  See below 
9506.115.6.1 1965 28 Sep 1965 Letter 
McMartin A, 
Lecturer in 
Education, Sydney 
Technical College 
Cunningham K S 
Writer has written to Mr Chappell of University of 
Tasmania re getting Cunningham’s paper on Standards 
in Section J of the A.N.Z.A.A.S. Conference. Requests a 
copy of Cunningham’s paper as it is relevant to his 
lectures. 
 
9506.115.6.2 1966 7 Feb 1966 Letter 
McMartin A,  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Thanks Cunningham for his paper and offers some 
feedback. 
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9506.115.6.3   Article  Cunningham K S 
Appears to be the final draft of Cunningham’s article on 
‘Standards’. 
9506.115.7   
Letter (draft or 
copy) & article 
(drafts) 
  See below 
9506.115.7.1 1964 1 Feb 1964 Letter  
Letter to The 
Editor, The Age 
‘School Versus University Education’ 
9506.115.7.2   Article   
Several pages, probably various versions of 
Cunningham’s ‘Standards’ article (also titled ‘Down 
with Standards’. 
9506.116   Envelope Cunningham L  
 Indonesia [in Mercer House (A.T.T.I.) envelope]. 
Contains letters x 6, postcard photograph, notes, and 
invitation. 
9506.116.1   
Postcard 
photograph 
Samusi A, Inspector, 
Teacher’s College, 
Ministry of 
Education, Djakarta 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
c/o ACER, 
Collins St, 
Melbourne 
New Year’s greetings on a B&W postcard photograph 
of lake & pier scenery, titled Tjileuntja Pangalengan (?).  
9506.116.2 1956 18 Jan 1956 Letter 
Walker E R, 
Australian Mission 
to the United 
Nations, 4510 
Empire State 
Building, New York 
1, NY 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham  
E M,  
Djakarta, 
Indonesia. 
From E Ronald Walker (?). 
9506.116.3 1957 May 1957 Notes   
Talk with Mr.Oei Tijin San & Mochtar Buchori 
(“George”) at Bandung on 25th May, 1957. 
9506.116.4 1957 1957 Invitation 
Director General 
Education 
Department & 
Marsaban A 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
From the Director General Education Department & 
Mrs Ali Marsaban: Invitation to farewell dinner party at 
Jit Lok Restaurant, Djalan Djawa, on Sept. 13, 1957 in 
the Cunningham’s honour due to their imminent 
departure from their Indonesian post. 
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9506.116.5 1956 4 April 1956 Letter 
Gardner J W, 
President, 
Carnegie 
Corporation of New 
York 
Cunningham K S 
Djakarta, 
Indonesia 
From John W Gardner: thanks for your letter etc. 
9506.116.6 1962 17 May 1962 Letter 
Arnaldo S V, Head, 
UNESCO Mission 
to Indonesia 
Radford W C 
From Solomon V Arnaldo: copy of letter to Radford. 
Thanks Radford for gift of educational & psychological 
tests published by ACER. Mentions Cunningham’s 
former post as Consultant in Teacher Training (1955-
57) & their thanks for his input into structure, policies 
and practices of the Division of Teacher Training. 
9506.116.7 1956 5 Sept 1956 Letter 
Beeby C E, 
Education 
Department, 
Wellington 
Cunningham K S 
Djakarta, 
Indonesia 
Re. welcoming Dean Sadarjoen to Auckland office; 
upcoming Nov trip to New Delhi for UNESCO 
Conference; possible visit to Djakarta; everything 
Cunningham has done for educational research & 
success of ACER has helped New Zealand to also 
secure funds from Carnegie Corporation. 
9506.116.8 1957 14 Aug 1957 Letter 
Siswomartojo  
M S, Dean 
Perguruan Tinggi 
Pendidikan Guru, 
Bandung 
Cunningham K S  
UNESCO  
TA Mission to 
Indonesia, 
Djakarta 
From Prof M Sadarjoen Siswomartojo: thanks for 
Cunningham’s letter of 10th of August re possible 
exchange program invitation from A.C.E.R. Keen to 
meet with Cunningham during upcoming visit to 
Bandung from 20th-24th of August. 
9506.116.9   Letter 
Slamet,  
PR Officer, Institute 
for Educational 
Research, 
State’s Teachers 
University College, 
Bandung, Indonesia 
Cunningham K 
S, 
UNESCO, 
Djakarta 
From Mrs Moh. Slamet: re gift of 2 photographs 
marking recent visit to Bandung. 
9506.117   
Large  
Envelope 
  
Invitations – Indonesia (see below) [in UNESCO 
envelope]. Contains an envelope of invitation cards, a 
performance program, photographs, & a newsletter 
(see below). 
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9506.117.1 1955- 
Circa 1955 – 
57 
Invitations Various 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
Various invitations to cocktail parties, dinners, 
performances, weddings, a other events in Indonesia. 
9506.117.2 1956 17 Aug 1956 
Performance 
program 
  
Event booklet for Indonesian dance performances, 
Atjara – Malam Kesenian. 
9506.117.3   Photograph   
B&W photograph: of people in a car on grassy 
field/road 
9506.117.4   Photograph   
B&W photographs: a photo postcard of the YMCA 
Hotel, probably somewhere in Indonesia. 
9506.117.5 1956 July 1956 Newsletter   ‘Inter-WIC News’ newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 3. 
9506.118 1969 18 Jun 1969 Letter Horrocks N Cunningham K S 
From Norman Horrocks, who has arrived in Hawaii & 
has enclosed the notes of Cunningham’s talk to the 
Melbourne Beefsteak Club & an edited transcript of an 
interview with Cunningham taped at the ACER offices. 
He asks if it accurately conveys Cunningham’s 
thoughts. [Annotation by Lesley Cunningham: NEF, 
B.W. → LC 1/90] 
9506.119  5 Oct Notes  
Tate F & Free 
Library Services 
Annual Meeting of Vic. Library Association. Mr Frank 
Tate as “father of modern library services in Australia”.  
9506.120   Letter & notes   See below 
9506.120.1 1964 3 May 1964 Letter Cunningham K S  
[Annotations: Copy of notes for talk sent to Ken Myer 
on 20th April 65]. Response to Adrian’s request for 
details of Cunningham’s two guests at the Beefsteak 
Club. 
9506.120.2   Notes   
Notes re Beefsteak Club dinner 3rd July, 1964, & 
Cunningham’s presentation about Carnegie’s life & the 
activities of “C. C.” (Carnegie Corporation) in 
Australia; Munn/Pitt Library Survey; comments on & 
recollections of some of the main people involved, 
Carnegie Trusts, gifts & bequests, etc. 
9506.121   Envelope   
‘BORAL’ envelope addressed to Lesley: 
“KSC 85 Birthday party”. Contains photocopy of an 
invitation and various letters (see below). 
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9506.121.1   Invitation Cunningham L  
Photocopied invitation [template?] from Lesley 
Cunningham re Cunningham’s 85th “semi-surprise” 
birthday party, to be held at Lesley’s new house in Kew. 
9506.121.2   Letter Keats D  
From Daphne Keats: inability to attend due to 
presenting a paper at Cognition Conference in Canberra 
on the same date. 
9506.121.3 1959 24 Dec 1959 Letter 
Arnaldo S V  
& wife 
 
Written on Indonesian Christmas-themed aerogramme-
weight notepaper, dated Djakarta, 24 Dec 1959. 
Embossed “Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Arnaldo”, and signed 
‘Alena [or Nena?] and Sol’. 
9506.121.4   Letter 
Jurps W, 
43 Bangalla St, 
Warrawee 2074 
Cunningham L 
From Wilma Jurps: thanks for invitation to the party; 
both parents looked “remarkably youthful” in spite of 
Lesley’s mother’s illness. [Annotation: Dad’s second 
secretary]. 
9506.121.5 1975 13 Feb 1975 Letter 
Maria (and Syd), 
63 Lohr Ave, 
Inverloch 
Cunningham L 
Thanks Lesley for party; feels sad, hopes her mother 
Ella will be all right; comments on seeing Wilma after 
many years. 
9506.121.6 1975 13 Feb 1975 Letter 
Cannon J S, 
10/18A Mercer 
Road, Armadale, 
3134 
Cunningham L 
Thanks for invitation to combined housewarming & 
birthday party. 
9506.121.7 1975 Monday 27 Letter 
Jurps W, 
43 Bangalla St, 
Warrawee 2074 
Cunningham L 
From Wilma Jurps: thanks Lesley for invitation to party 
and accepts, but declines on behalf of Charles. 
9506.121.8 1975 26 Jan 1975 
Letter in 
envelope 
McRae C  
& McRae L,  
14/15 Laurence St, 
Manly 
Cunningham L 
From Chris & Lydia McRae: thanks, but declines 
invitation. Chris has been ill with pneumonia. Failed 
plans to see ‘Yuir’ [?] on the ‘Maniposa” boat/yacht on 
Sept. 25th. Mentions Peg and Jean McRae. Hopes to 
visit soon if Chris well enough. Signed Lydia. 
9506.122  Envelope    
‘Coopers & Lybrand’ envelope addressed to Lesley. 
Condolence letters re death of Ken Cunningham & 
other correspondence, plus notes, invoices & receipts 
(see below). 
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9506.122.1   
Letter & 
envelope 
Freeman Butts R, 
579 Lt. Claire Dr, 
Palo Alto, Calif. 
USA 
Cunningham L 
Condolences re death of Lesley’s father. Recalls mutual 
visits to Australia & New Jersey. News of their grown 
children’s respective studies and careers. New role as 
Visiting Distinguished Professor at San Jose State 
University; new residence in Palo Alto near Stanford. 
The Cunninghams touched the lives of many people 
around the world. Signed J and Randy (?) Butts. 
9506.122.2 1975 
Postmark 13 
Dec (1975?) 
Aerogramme 
Sizer C, 
3030 Park Ave, 
Bridgeport Conn. 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
From Caroline Sizer: hopes ‘election’ results will result 
in a happy Christmas & new year; mentions the 
Cunninghams’ retirement ocean trip around the world; 
news of own retirement & new residence; summer with 
Bethany; visit from Anne Leese; grandchildren’s 
weddings & impending parenthood. 
9506.122.3 1976 28 July 1976 Aerogramme 
 
Sizer C 
 
Cunningham L 
Condolences re Ken Cunningham’s death. Asks Lesley 
not to feel guilty about being impatient with her father 
(in his old age). Reflects positively upon Lesley’s 
relationship with both her parents, and on the challenges 
of dealing with a protracted death. 
9506.122.4 1976 2 July 1976 Letter 
Florence, 
SCV – Institute of 
Early Childhood 
Development, Kew 
Cunningham L 
Mentions attendance at ‘the service yesterday’ & filling 
in a card stating the organisations she was representing. 
Personal admiration and respect for Cunningham. 
Mentions Ella Cunningham having served on the 
Education committee of the LKA. 
9506.122.5 1976 12 July 1976 Letter 
McPherson F,  
15/18 Raleigh St, 
Essendon 3040 
Cunningham L 
From Frances McPherson: condolences re Ken 
Cunningham’s death. Mentions Cunningham’s great 
contribution to Australian education, development of 
libraries, press tributes & at memorial service. Reflects 
upon Cunningham’s character; attended his 85th 
birthday party in previous year; saddened that Ella had 
passed away not long after. 
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9506.122.6 1976 
Postmark 28 
June 1976 
Letter 
McCulloch A  
& McCulloch R  
45 Sesame St, Mt 
Waverley 3149 
 
Cunningham L 
From Areta & Ray McCulloch: condolences re Ken 
Cunningham’s death. Acknowledges Lesley’s kindness 
and understanding for her parents in the past two years, 
and mentions their recent joint birthday party as one of 
the happiest celebrations they have known. 
9506.122.7 1976 1 July 1976 Letter 
Brain H  
& Brain M, 
415 Kooyong Road, 
Elsternwick 3155 
Cunningham L 
From Hugh & Monica Brain: condolences re Ken 
Cunningham’s death. Monica knew both Ken & Ella 
Cunningham for over 50 years. Personal recollections of 
Cunningham, from first introduction by Prof George 
Browne after the First War, then as joint members of the 
Beefsteak Club, and in connection with the Schools 
Board, with George Browne as Chairman). Also mutual 
friend of… …Bill Radford for over 30 years, both 
having occupied the Chair of Melbourne Legacy. 
9506.122.8 1976 30 June 1976 Letter 
White H, 
[White H L?] 
27 Mulga Way, 
Red Hill, Canberra, 
ACT 
Cunningham L 
From Sir Harold White: reflections on Cunningham’s 
“truly full and useful life”. Fond memories, incl. Harold 
and his wife recently spending some time with him. 
9506.122.9 1976 28 June 1976 Letter 
Cannon J G, 
10/18A Mercer Rd, 
Armadale 3143 
Cunningham L 
Condolences re Ken Cunningham’s death. Initially 
thought Cunningham’s approach to the ACER too 
cautious at times, but later acknowledged his wisdom. 
Apologies for procrastination in ringing Cunningham. 
9506.122.10 1976 29 June 1976 Letter 
Florence, 
S C V – Institute of 
Early Childhood 
Development, 
Kew 
Cunningham L 
Condolences re Ken Cunningham’s death. Fond 
memories of Cunningham, especially when he was 
associated with the college council. Always enjoyed his 
contributions, whether in education or people in general.  
9506.122.11 1976 4 July 1976 Letter 
Marion, 
118 Wattle 
Valley Rd,  
Camberwell, Vic 
Cunningham L 
To Leslie [sic] from Marion: condolences re Ken 
Cunningham’s death. Great admiration for Cunningham, 
who was a gentle soul, etc. Acknowledges all that 
Lesley did for her father and says that Cunningham 
understood her concern for him even if her advice 
wasn’t always taken.  
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9506.122.12 1976 7 July 1976 
Letter & 
envelope 
Brodie J, 
149 Hawthorn Rd, 
Caulfield 
Cunningham L 
To Leslie [sic] from Jean Brodie: condolences re Ken 
Cunningham’s death, esp. after recent death of mother, 
Ella. Bond of friendship and affection as Melbourne 
Teacher’s College students (circa 1913-1914) and 
continued deep respect; Lesley would feel proud of 
Cunningham’s life & work, to which Ella also greatly 
contributed; both held in great esteem.  
9506.122.13 1976 9 July 1976 
Letter & 
envelope 
Burton H, 
6 Hobart Ave, 
Forrest, ACT 2603 
Cunningham L 
From Herbert Burton: heard about Cunningham’s death 
from Prof Sid Dunn; knew Cunningham through the 
Social Science Research Council of Australia; his wife 
(pre-school teacher) knew Cunningham from attending 
his psychology lectures at Kew Kindergarten College in 
the 1930s. Cunningham was the main founder of “the 
Council”. Burton assisted Cunningham in the 
publication of his book about its first decade’s history. 
The Council is now the Academy of the Social Sciences 
in Australia. Its recognised position in Australian 
research and scholarship is a tribute to Cunningham’s 
work over many years; Cunningham became the first 
member of the SSRC to receive an Honorary 
Fellowship. 
9506.122.14 1975 6 Nov 1975 Letter 
Parry R E,  
Deputy  
Vice-President 
Annotations 
addressed to 
Lesley 
Cunningham 
‘A Personal Memorandum To Principals Of 
Metropolitan Colleges – The Deputy vice-President 
Enters the Field of Social Work’. Writer knows Dr Ken 
Cunningham, who although aged and recently widowed, 
wishes to continue to live in his own home. States that a 
proposition for Cunningham’s care, prepared by his 
daughter, is attached. 
9506.122.15 1975 15 Apr 1975 Letter 
Nana & Grandpa, 11 
Wedge Court, 
Glen Waverley, 
Vic 3150 
Denise and 
Stuart 
Photocopy of handwritten letter. Thanks for recent letter 
and photos; mentions the start of Denise & Stuart’s 
married life; Denise working in ‘Pop’s’ office; love of 
King Charles Spaniels; intended visits to relatives in 
Sydney and Mount Isa; failing health due to old age and 
becoming more dependent on Lesley; Ken and his 
family’s impending visit. 
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9506.122.16 
 
1977 2 Feb 1977 
Letter & Air 
Mail envelope 
Stackpole S H  
928 Ponus Ridge, 
New Canaan, 
Connecticut 06840 
Cunningham L 
From Stephen H Stackpole: thanks for letter re deaths of 
Bill Radford, Chris McRae, and Ken Cunningham. 
Knows of Cunningham’s key role in gaining support 
from Carnegie Corporation for Australia from his time 
working as a junior assistant to Dr Keppel in 1940; did 
not meet Cunningham until 1948 during their visit; 
visited the Cunninghams in their first “Ken Tucky” 
home in 1955 and later in 1964; Cunningham was hurt 
that he didn’t visit during 1968 Melbourne trip.  
9506.122.17 
 
1976 July 6 1976 Letter 
Spearritt D 
29 Iluka Road, 
Clifton Gardens, 
NSW 2088 
Cunningham L 
From Don Spearritt: sad re news of Cunningham’s 
death, but unable to attend the memorial service. 
Cunningham was held in high regard by ACER staff in 
the 1940s and 1950s, and he will be remembered as one 
of the most influential and progressive people in 
education and the social sciences in Australia. First got 
to know Cunningham through the new Education 
Fellowship Conference in 1937.  
9506.122.18   Letter (draft?) Unidentified Joan 
Written in green ink on verso of foolscap-sized paper 
titled ‘OVERDUE BOOKS FULL-TIME STUDENTS’. 
[Annotation in pencil at bottom of letter: Stephenson’s 
Rd Tree??? Winborne via? Waverley Rd side. C.A.B.] 
Thanks Joan for help in getting in touch with Dr 
Zirman, who helped to look for a vacancy at a hospital 
when Repatriation Hospital was unavailable. Asks for 
favour – when visiting, to not tell the Wilkins Service 
people that the writer has been in hospital. 
9506.122.19 1975 14 Sept 1975 
Letter & 
envelope 
Freeman Butts R,  
39 Neptune Ave, 
Madison, Conn. 
06443 USA 
Cunningham K S 
21 Tin Can Bay 
Rd, 
Goomboorian 
via Gympie 
Queensland 
4570 
From Prof R Freeman Butts: condolences re death of 
Ella. Selling New Jersey home; relocating to Madison; 
officially retired; trying to finish writing history of 
American public education so can start on Rockerfeller 
Foundation Humanities Fellowship granted for 1975-76 
academic year – topic is public education and political 
community in a pluralistic society. Fond memories of 
mutual visits to Australia and New Jersey.  
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9506.122.20 1975 19 Dec 1975 Aerogramme 
Goldberg I, 
Box 83, 
Teachers College, 
Columbia 
University, 
New York, NY 
Cunningham K S 
From Ignacy Goldberg: thanks for August letter; feeling 
better and going back to work next month; mentions J. 
Freeman Butts’ retirement; finds Cunningham’s 
political news interesting but confusing; sends 
Christmas wishes from the family. 
9506.122.21   
Notes x 3, 
invoices 
& receipts 
  See below 
9506.122.21.1   Note   
‘K. S. Cunningham Hospital & Medical Benefits’ 
[Annotation: Ella pathol. St. Andrews 1975 ref Rowan 
Webb]. 
9506.122.21.2 1973 7 Jan 1973 Receipt   Receipt for surgical preparation. 
9506.122.21.3  4 Jan – 4 Feb Note   Note re hospital bills at Freemasons, 4th Jan – 4th Feb. 
9506.122.21.4 1972 20 Mar 1972 Note   
Re ringing Davenport about asking Tax Dept for 
extension for payment etc. 
9506.122.21.5 1972 12 Feb 1972 Invoice 
Davenport & Son, 
Public Accountants 
Cunningham K S 
Estimate of tax liability.  
[Annotation: return 30th May Actual tax paid Self 
284.67 Ella 295.79] 
9506.122.21.6 1973 5 Feb 1973 Invoice/Receipt 
The Melbourne 
Diagnostic Group 
 
Stamped invoice/receipt for pathology services rendered 
at Freemason’s Hospital 
9506.123   Envelope Cunningham L  
Personal letters of K.S.C. written to daughter Lesley 
after his wife’s death. Access restricted. 
9506.124 1973 26 Apr 1973 Letter 
Tribe D E, 
Prof of Animal 
Nutrition, University 
of Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
Re Cunningham’s recent illness and consequently, quiet 
enjoyment at future attendance at the Beefsteak Club. 
 
9506.125 1975 13 Mar 1975 Letter Cunningham K S 
Toop W, 
43 Bangalla St, 
Warrawee NSW 
2074 
To Wilma Toop.  
9506.126   
Letters x 4 
& Notes 
  See below 
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9506.126.1 1970 10 July 1970 Letter (typed) Cunningham K S 
Burton H, 
Secretary SSRC, 
Canberra, ACT 
To Prof H Burton.  
Handwritten draft of typed letter. 
9506.126.2   Letter  Cunningham K S Burton H To Prof H Burton.  
9506.126.3   Notes   Re dates as former Chairman of SSRC 
9506.126.4   Letter Burton J Cunningham K S From Joe Burton. 
9506.127   Letter 
Reeves J P, 
Director, ACER 
Cunningham L 
Thanks for bequest of $505 from estate of Dr KS 
Cunningham from solicitors managing the estate, which 
will be used to purchase ‘a collection of gifts’ (books) 
for the library. 
9506.128   Letters x 3   See below 
9506.128.1 1959 23 July 1959 Letter 
Campbell I, 
Editor, The Age 
Cunningham K S 
From Ian Campbell: re lost letter; lack of support for 
American Dr Conant to review the Australian secondary 
school system; likelihood of letters from Dr 
Cunningham and/or New Education Fellowship to be 
published by The Age. 
9506.128.2 1959 18 July 1959 Letter Cunningham K S The Age See above 
9506.128.3 1959 7 July 1959 Letter Cunningham K S The Age See above 
9506.129 1970 29 Dec 1970 Letter  
Lowe R, 
Secretary, 
Metropolitan 
Golf Club 
To Ralph Lowe: re request to delay payment of golf 
club membership fees due to recent injury and 
infrequent use of facilities. 
9506.130 1970 4 Aug 1970 Letter 
Stackpole S, 
Carnegie 
Corporation 
 of New York 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham  
E M 
From Stephen Stackpole: re Cunningham’s upcoming 
book publication and his reflections on significance of 
Carnegie Corporation activities in Australia. 
9506.131 1971 28 May 1971 Notes   
Handwritten notes for Beefsteak Club on Australia’s 
Immigration Policy 
9506.132 1960 Nov 1960 Article Cunningham K S  
‘Social Inertia in Education’ in The Australian Journal 
of Education, Vol 4, No 3, November 1960. A paper 
prepared for the Pan Indian Ocean Science Association 
Congress, 1960.  
9506.133   Letters x 2   See below 
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9506.133.1 1966 Oct 1966 Letter 
Hanson A A, 
Prof of Higher 
Education, 
Teachers College, 
Columbia 
University, NY 
 
From Able A Hanson: request for donations or pledges 
to donate to the Thorndike psychology professorship 
fund. 
9506.133.2   Letter  Hanson A A [Annotation: K.S.C.] 
9506.134   Letters x 2   See below 
9506.134.1 1966 19 Aug 1966 Letter 
Selby R, 
Dean, Faculty of 
Education, 
Monash University 
Cunningham K S 
Re the unanimous agreement to the proposal to name 
Professor Dunn’s Chair as ‘The K. S. Cunningham 
Chair of Education’. 
9506.134.2 1966 30 Aug 1966 Letter 
Selby R, 
“as above” 
 
Acknowledges Cunningham’s positive response in a 
letter dated 24th August, 1966. 
9506.134.3 1962 14 June 1962 Letter Cunningham K S 
The Editor, The 
Age, Melbourne 
RE Australia’s reactions to the crisis over West New 
Guinea. 
9506.135   Article 
Moseley L,  
Hon. Secretary, 
Australian Section, 
WILPF, Pecan 
Grove, Orchard 
Street, Warriewood, 
NSW 
“Dear Fellow 
Australian” 
From Mrs L Moseley: re address by Gunnar Myrdal on 
the Vietnam problem at Maddison Square Gardens, 
New York – contains an abridged version of the 
address, which mentions Australia. [Annotation: Goes 
with letter from Billy Kent Hughes K.C.]. 
9506.136 1967 14 Dec 1967 Letter Cunningham K S Bill 
[Annotation: not posted.] 
[Annotation: Sir Wilfred Kent Hughes (LC 1/90).]  
[Annotation: Vietnam]. 
9506.137   
Letters, 
building permit 
& receipt, draft 
plan 
  See below 
9506.137.1 1952 14 Aug 1952 Letter 
State Electricity 
Commission 
Cunningham K S Re ‘Extension – Mt. Waverley’ 
9506.137.2 1952 3 Sept 1952 Letter   Re ‘Electricity Supply – Mt. Waverley’ 
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9506.137.3   Permit & receipt Shire of Mulgrave  Permit (& receipt) to build/erect a store shed.  
9506.137.4   Draft plan   
Stamped & approved by Shire of Mulgrave on 28 Nov 
1952. 
9506.137.5   Letter Shire of Mulgrave  
Warning/breach letter re failure to apply for a building 
permit for an external room at Mulgrave property. 
9506.137.6 1952 28 Nov 1952 Letter   Re connection of hot water services. 
9506.137.7 1959 17 Sept 1959 Notes  
Metropolitan 
Planning Board 
 
9506.137.8 1960 14 Aug 1960 Letter  
Chief Planner, 
Town Planning 
Branch, 
Melbourne & 
Metropolitan 
Board of Works 
Draft letter. 
9506.137.9   Letter 
W E Pearcy & Ivey, 
Solicitors 
 
Re Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works – 
Claim for Compensation. 
9506.137.10   Letter Cunningham K S Lube Re M.M.B.W. claim. 
9506.138   
Letter & 
envelope 
Rowley C D, 
Director, Academy 
of the Social 
Sciences in Australia 
Cunningham K S 
Re Cunningham’s book/booklet: 100 copies are kept on 
the shelf and every new member receives a copy. 
Mentions Sid Dunn. Assures Cunningham that, as a 
Foundation Member, no need to give up his fellowship 
due to age or illness and his continued membership is 
welcome. 
9506.139 1968 
Circa Aug 
1968 
Note   
Details of property sold by H. Abdy to K. G. 
Cunningham Aug 1968. (Re Gympie property.) 
9506.140   
Notepad, 
Letters x 2, & 
Note 
  
Large notepad, with 2 x letters & a note placed 
within its pages (see below). 
9506.140.1   Notepad   ‘Bulky Scribbler’ notepad. 
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9506.140.2 1974 3 Mar 1974 Letter  
Cleverley J,  
Dept of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney 
*First page only (letter appears unfinished – see 
below). To Dr John Cleverley: reply to addressee’s 
letter of 26 Feb 1974. Refers to addressee’s four books, 
incl. Asian education in transition – reminders of 
Indonesia. Cunningham’s papers given to Ailsa 
Zainuddin at Monash - summary of 2 years spent in 
Indonesia, incl. advice offered to Indonesia by 
Cunningham & his predecessor, Little. Might be useful, 
especially re Indonesia’s plans to introduce compulsory 
education. Thanks for sending Vol. 2 of Pioneers of 
Australian Education and comments on the book. Re 
outline of Vol. 3 – Cunningham happy to be associated 
with the names of Cole and Parker. 
9506.140.3 1975 Mar 1975 Letter 
John, 
University of 
Sydney 
Cunningham K S 
[Annotation: Cleverley posted 17.3.75 LC]. Thanks for 
January letter. Condolences re death of Ella. Ros 
Gillespie’s thesis (refs date from Les Mendelson). 
Delays re writing on 20th century theorists. Priority 
project is a group writing history of Australian 
Education (incl. Bill Connell) – working on period to 
1852. Has written on Papua New Guinea, currently on 
educational planning there. Planning study leave the 
following year. Received invitation to James Cook 
(Uni) as a visiting scholar. Received letter from Syd 
(Dunn?) – believes that he has done a very good job at 
Monash (Uni). 
9506.140.4   Note   
“Thank You” card list.  
[Annotation: on Ella’s death LC 2/90]. 
9506.141 1951- 1951 – 1953 
Various 
documents 
Holden 
 
Cunningham K S 
Cunningham K S 
Simmons 
Items re the sale of 324 Balwyn Road from Holden to 
Cunningham, and from Cunningham to Simmons. 
9506.142 1965 23 June 1965 Letter 
Bell L M, 
Honorary Secretary, 
Victorian Institute of 
Educational 
Research 
Cunningham K S 
Acknowledges receipt of Cunningham’s letter re 
cessation of active membership of V.I.E.R. and offers 
honorary life membership of the Institute to maintain 
links. 
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9506.143 1970 11 Nov 1970 
Letter & extract 
of article 
Wesson A, 
Adult Education 
Centre, 4th Floor, 
256 Flinders St., 
Melbourne 3000 
Cunningham K S 
From Alfred Wesson: requests copyright permission to 
include extract written by Cunningham in his upcoming 
anthology, ‘Basic Readings in Australian Adult 
Education. Extract is article on “Standards” from 
Australian Journal of Education, Mar 1968, pp. 1-6. 
Attached to letter is a typed copy of the extract in 
question. 
9506.144 1969 22 Jan 1969 Letter 
Traffic Commission,  
Cnr Denmark & 
Wellington Sts, Kew 
Cunningham K S 
Response to Cunningham’s letter re drivers 70 years of 
age and over potentially being prohibited from obtaining 
a driver’s licence. Assures Cunningham that despite 
some overseas statistics, there is no plan to limit driving 
age. [Annotations: Cunningham’s response re 
qualifying driver’s licences for elderly with additional 
testing or provision of medical certificates.] 
9506.145   Letters x 3   See below 
9506.145.1 1969 6 May 1969 Letter 
Thompson R, Dept 
of Political Science,  
Research School of 
Social Sciences, 
ANU 
Cunningham K S 
From Roger Thompson: writer is PhD scholar at ANU, 
thesis topic “Policy and administration in New South 
Wales state secondary education prior to 1957”. 
Requests meeting to discuss activities of the Carnegie 
Foundation and ACER in NSW in the 30s. 
 
9506.145.2 1969 13 May 1969 Letter 
Thompson R 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Roger Thompson: was planning to visit 
Cunningham with a tape recorder, therefore not 
requiring Cunningham to go to Melbourne. Needs 
details re set up and function of ACER and 
Cunningham’s opinion of impact of ACER on NSW 
educational development.  
9506.145.3 1969 22 July 1969 Letter 
Thompson R, 
University House, 
ANU, Canberra, 
ACT 2600 
Cunningham K S 
From Roger Thompson: thanks Cunningham for his 
letter, which was invaluable in explaining the events 
around the early formation and history of the ACER, 
providing much cohesion to a vital chapter in his thesis. 
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9506.146 1970 10 Nov 1970 Letter 
Smith S L,  
School of Education, 
University of New 
South Wales 
 
From Dr Shirley L Smith: provides information re 
if/when universities in Australia included any courses in 
Education. Also information from questionnaire printed 
in writer’s thesis, answered by eight professors of 
education in Australia. 
9506.147   
Bank Receipt 
& Letters x 4 
  
Re senior fellowship in memory of Whitney 
Shepardson.  
9506.147.1 1967 7 July 1967 Bank receipt 
The English Scottish 
and Australian Bank 
Franklin G S Jr Bank receipt stub for $10US. 
9506.147.2 1967 15 June 1967 Letter 
Franklin G S Jr, 
Executive Director 
of Council of 
Foreign Relations 
Inc., 
New York, NY 
10021 
Cunningham K S 
From George S. Franklin Jr: request for contributions to 
a senior fellowship in Whitney Shepardson’s memory, 
outlining his involvement as a founder, Treasurer, and 
original board member of the Council. 
9506.147.3 1967 11 July 1967 Letter 
Franklin G S Jr, ‘as 
above’ 
Cunningham K S 
Reply to Cunningham’s response & donation to the 
fellowship. 
 
9506.147.4 1967 7 July 1967 Letter Cunningham K S Franklin G S Jr 
To George S. Franklin Jr: Outlines Cunningham’s 
relationship with Shepardson and sends a small donation 
to the fellowship.  
9506.147.5 1967 18 July 1967 Letter 
Shepardson J S 
9 Northdate Rd, 
Wellesley, Mass. 
Cunningham K S 
From John (Shawn) Shepardson (Whitney’s son): 
thanks Cunningham for his contribution to Shepardson’s 
memorial.  
9506.148   
Aerogrammes 
x 2 & 
List/Notes 
  See below 
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9506.148.1 1973 14 June 1973 Aerogramme 
Malherbe E G, 
Salt Rock, 
Natal,  
South Africa 
Cunningham K S 
From Ernest G Malherbe: responds to Cunningham’s 
question re Suriet’s (or Surut) participation in 1934 
conference – his address is in report “Ed. Adaptations in 
a Changing society”; asks if Cunningham, Dunn or 
Radford recall experiment at Melb Uni to waive 
university entrance exams for high school students; 
similar experiment in Transvaal Province abandoned - 
wants to compare available findings; bureau started by 
Malherbe in 1929 is now called the Human Sciences 
Research Council, has 150 staff & computers etc 
9506.148.2 1973 30 Sept 1973 Aerogramme 
Malherbe E G, 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Ernest G Malherbe: reply to Cunningham’s letter 
of 9 & 13 of Sept. Just returned from annual lecture on 
academic freedom, ‘day of affirmation’ – response to 
Nationalist government (apartheid). Mentions NZCER, 
M.L. Clark, & Alan Pifer (President of Carnegie Corp) 
who recently stayed with him & wife Janie. 
9506.148.3   
List (with notes 
on verso) 
  
List of company names and fixed interest rates. Notes 
on verso re having contacted S Milton Clarke on 7th 
Sept 1973 re Malherbe’s request. 
9506.149 1972 4 Dec 1972 
Letter (with 
press clipping) 
& envelope 
Malherbe E G, 
“By-die-see”, 
Salt Rock, Natal 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
From Ernest G Malherbe: reminiscences of NEF 
Conference in Australia; saw Raymond Priestly in UK – 
diaries & press clippings of 1937 Australian trip; 
correspondence from Beeby; condolences re death of 
Marjorie (Cunningham’s daughter); congratulations on 
Golden Anniversary, which Malherbe & his wife also 
celebrated – press clipping enclosed with letter; 
experiences of living in apartheid regime & recent 
breakthroughs. Mentions Chief Buthelegi (head of the 
Zulu nation) & Harold Wyndham (re Peter Board & 
history of education in Australia). 
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9506.150 1971 11 May 1971 Letter 
Frederick W, 
3 Howard St, Kew 
3101 
Cunningham K S 
From Wilfrid Frederick: former student of Cunningham. 
Thanks for Cunningham’s letter & positive comments re 
his writing on the life and work of George Browne – 
also received from Browne’s daughter, Shirley. Muses 
upon Cunningham’s unwritten biography, which Frank 
Tate should have written before he died; Cunningham 
should organise his biographical info for his future 
biographer – suggests Bill Radford. 
9506.151   
Certificate of 
Marriage 
  
Certificate of Marriage between Kenneth Stewart 
Cunningham and Ella Myrtle Tuck, signed by William 
Cunningham, Presbyterian Minister (and Ken 
Cunningham’s father). 
9506.152 1963 
Mar – Aug 
1963 
Brochure 
Knutsen Line 
(Haugesund, 
Norway) 
 
Sailing Schedule for Western Australia to Japan/Pacific 
coast route. [Annotation: list of items to purchase before 
travel; departure and return dates, and other details of 
itinerary.] 
9506.153 1968 8 Jan 1968 Letter 
Chauncey H, Office 
of the President, 
Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, 
New Jersey 
Cunningham K S 
From Henry Chauncey: thanks for Cunningham’s letter. 
Reminiscences of 1952 Australian visit & taking photos 
of Cunningham’s new house block. Also, 
Cunningham’s visit on Thanksgiving Day in 1954/55. 
Looking forward to reading Cunningham’s early years 
history of the Australian Social Science Research 
Council. 
9506.154   Letters x 9   See below 
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9506.154.1 1957 7 Feb 1957 Letter 
Freeman Butts R, 
Division of 
Foundation of 
Education, Office of 
the Director, 
Teachers College, 
Columbia 
University,  
New York 
Cunningham K S 
UNESCO 
Technical 
Assistance 
Mission, 
Djakarta, 
Indonesia 
Reply to Cunningham’s letter of Sept 10. Re new admin 
post, writing four articles, & extension of the college in 
international and higher education. Mentions Mr 
Soebrato, President Caswell, Syd Dunn, the Robertsons, 
Miss Ross and Miss Davis, Mrs Miller from the 
Tasmanian Parliament (pressure from new archbishop re 
state aid to schools), Somerset from Wellington, Bill 
Radford, Oscar Oeser, Fred Schonnel, & Bill Connell. 
Personal family news re son Steve & daughter Anne. 
Met secretary to the President of Indonesia in 
Washington in November. Keen to receive booklet 
Cunningham mentioned on educational structure in 
Indonesia. Asks if Cunningham was in Melbourne for 
the Olympic Games. 
9506.154.2 1967 19 Jan 1967 Letter 
Freeman Butts, 
Associate Dean for 
International 
Studies, Teachers 
College, Columbia 
University, NY 
Cunningham K S 
News from Abel Hanson re Monash Uni chair named 
after Cunningham & his contribution to Thorndike 
professorship. Connections between Cunningham and 
himself, incl William F. Russell & his father; Bill 
Radford’s invitation to study Australian education. 
Memories of his and Randy’s trip to Australia. 
9506.154.3 1967 19 Jan 1967 Letter 
Freeman Butts 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Received copy of An Australian School at Work, 
eliciting memories of their conversations. Hopes to 
return to Australia in 1969. 
9506.154.4 1968 29 Jan 1968 Letter 
R. Freeman Butts 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
Received latest news re Cunningham’s history of the 
SSRC. 
9506.154.5 1970 28 Sept 1970 Letter 
Freeman Butts 
‘as above’ 
Cunningham K S 
Been busy writing his book; hopes Ella’s prognosis will 
be better than originally thought; notes Cunningham’s 
thoughtfulness about the Teacher’s College. 
9506.154.6 1969 14 Jan 1969 Letter 
Freeman Butts, “as 
above” 
Cunningham K S 
Outlines upcoming trip: New York to Afghanistan; 
seminar on educational planning in Pakistan; visit to 
daughter and her husband (English teachers in Malaysia 
Peace Corps Volunteers), then home via Singapore, 
Sydney, Fiji, and Honolulu. Hopes to see Cunningham 
during brief visit to Melbourne, and see the new ACER 
and new Monash. 
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9506.154.7 1969 12 Feb 1969 Letter 
Radford W C, 
Australian Council 
for Educational 
Research 
Freeman Butts R 
Reply addressed to “Dear J”. Confirms new 
arrangements. Provides itinerary for Melbourne visit, 
incl. lunch at Monash Uni with Prof Selby Smith, 
Cunningham, and Radford, followed by visit to ACER, 
Prof Austin, and dinner at the Radford’s. 
9506.154.8 1969 8 April 1969 Letter 
Freeman Butts, 
Associate Dean for 
International 
Studies, Teachers 
College, Columbia 
University, New 
York 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
Thanks hospitality during recent Australian visit. He’d 
added a short visit to Nairobi to his round-the-world 
trip. 
9506.154.9 1972 5 June, 1972 Letter 
Augustin M, 
Administrative 
Assistant to R 
Freeman Butts,  
“as above” 
Cunningham K S 
From Myrtle Augustin: received book, ‘Australian 
Education in the Twentieth Century’ by J Cleverley and 
J Lawry; Prof Butts left for Africa at end of May to be 
an external examiner in the foundations of education at 
the University of Nairobi; returning via England and 
Sweden in July. 
9506.155   Letter [Annotation: K.S.C] 
“Dear J” 
[Annotation: to 
Freeman-Butts 
LC 1/90.] 
Personal/family news & reminiscences, incl. news re 
Cunningham’s hospitalisation on 4th of January and 
operation. Cleverley & Lawry’s book on Australian 
Education in the 20th Century, which includes a chapter 
written by Cunningham, in great demand & has been set 
as a textbook. Mentions Bill Radford & Syd Dunn; E G 
Malherbe of South Africa – reminiscences as early 
students at the Teacher’s College & 1934 NEF 
conference in South Africa; Malherbe now in charge of 
a research institution similar to ACER, (letter unfinished 
– pages missing?). 
9506.156 1971 19 Aug 1971 
Letter 
 
Radford W C, 
Director, Australian 
Council for 
Educational 
Research 
Cunningham K S 
Invitation to the Council’s annual dinner at the 
University of Melbourne on 25th of October. 
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9506.157 1913 17 Mar 1913 
Extract of Birth-
Entry 
Office of the 
Victorian 
Government Statist, 
Records Office 
 Birth certificate of Kenneth Stewart Cunningham. 
9506.158 1967 1967 Booklet   
‘The Social Science Research Council of Australia, 
1942-1952’ by K. S. Cunningham. First published 1967. 
National Library of Australia. 
9506.159 1973 26 Mar 1973 Letter/form 
King R C, 
General Secretary, 
The Australian 
Psychological 
Society, National 
Science Centre, 
Parkville, Victoria  
 
Re 1973 Directory of Members: the first directory of 
members (1970) is out of date and members are asked to 
complete and return the form below [form missing]. 
9506.160 1958 22 Aug 1958 Newspaper page   
The Age, Melbourne. Friday, August 22, 1958 (pages 1 
& 2). Includes article “Defining Objectives of Education 
by K. S. Cunningham, formerly Director, Australian 
Council for Educational Research.” [Sub-heading] 
“Professor Baker, of Tasmania, appeals for a re-
examination of the goals of Australian education and its 
closer integration with our Asian environment. Sir John 
Medley thinks we sadly neglect our past, both in this 
country and, presumably, in Europe as well.” 
9506.161 1971 Jan 1971 Letter 
Lorre R, Secretary, 
Metropolitan  
Golf Club 
Cunningham K S 
From Ralph Lorre: acknowledges Cunningham’s letter 
of 29th December about Mrs Cunningham’s fall; 
extension of time of two months granted for payment of 
call, due 31st January, 1971. 
9506.162 1972 20 Feb 1972 Letter Cunningham K S Mandelson 
16-page letter, commenced on 20th Feb 1972. Thanks 
for letter of 20th Dec and the clarification requested re 
Frank Tate. The letter recounts many details of 
Cunningham’s professional and personal relationship 
with Tate, as well as a brief summary of Cunningham’s 
own career beginnings in education. 
9506.163   Letters x 2   See below 
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9506.163.1 1965 13 Aug 1965 
Letter (typed & 
handwritten) 
Casey, 
c/o CSIRO, 
East Melbourne 
Cunningham K S 
Typed: Thanks for Cunningham’s letter & honoured to 
be of further service. Handwritten (mostly illegible): 
expresses appreciation and sends good wishes.  
9506.163.2 1965 
Circa Aug 
1965 
Letter Cunningham K S Lord Casey 
Congratulations on appointment “to the post of greatest 
honour in the country”. Mentions Casey’s contribution 
to the establishment of the Australian-American 
Association, a previous appointment as Minister at 
Washington (mentions giving Casey information about 
“Australia’s cultural indebtedness to the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York”). 
9506.164 1967 
28 Apr 1967 
(published) 
Newspaper 
clipping 
Cunningham K S 
The Age 
newspaper 
Letters to the Editor? [Annotation: Age 28-4-67]. ‘Prof 
Toynbee and school pupils’ by K. S. Cunningham (Mt. 
Waverley). In response to letter/article from Bruce 
Grant, (“The Age” 20/4). 
9506.165 1966 
8 Jan 1966 
(published) 
Newspaper 
clipping 
Cunningham K S 
The Age 
newspaper 
Letters to the Editor? [Annotation: Age 8th Jan 66]. 
‘Education a national issue’ by K. S. Cunningham 
(Mount Waverley). “SIR- the Age is to be congratulated 
and thanked for publishing the article by Dr Arnold 
Toynbee on Kith and Kin (3/1).” 
9506.166 1975 21 Mar 1975 Letter 
Connell W F, 
Department of 
Education, 
University of 
Sydney, NSW 
Cunningham K S 
Congratulations on 85th birthday. Could not attend 
birthday celebration due to recent return from a year 
away. Coming to Mornington for Easter and hopes to 
see them. 
9506.167 1962 14 Jan 1962 Letter Cunningham K S 
The Editor, 
The Age, 
Melbourne 
Re new Guinea crisis: appreciates PM Menzies’ 
retrained comments & statement on implications by Sir 
Sydney Rowell. [Annotation: not published.] 
9506.168   Article Cunningham K S  
“Is White Australia Justified?” [Annotation: written by 
K. S. Cunningham.] 
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9506.169 1973 1973 Notes/List Cunningham K S  
[Annotation: mathematical sum to calculate age – “83 
years old today”.] A to-do list for Tuesday 3rd. Kingsley 
Morris – left copy of his publishers contract; floral gift 
from staff; birthday greetings from Mrs Long; Home 
(illegible); phone call from Les Stewart; messages from 
Clyne or Clyve & (illegible). [Annotation: (1973 In 
hosp. for surgery O.K. then a mild “stroke” – never 
quite the same after. LC) 1/90]. 
9506.170   
Birthday card 
& Note 
  See below 
9506.170.1   Birthday card Long E Cunningham K S 
From Estelle Long: “… from a fellow patient and 
admirer”. 
9506.170.2   Note Cunningham K S  
List of names, attached to inside of birthday card with 
tape: “Sr. Ward; Williams; Baade; Sweatman; Attwell; 
Dwyer; Osborn (night sister)”. 
9506.171   Article Cunningham K S  
‘Standards’ by K. S. Cunningham, the Australian 
Journal of Education, Volume 10, Number 1, March 
1966. Pages 1-11. 
9506.172 1968 Oct 1968 Notes   
“Beefs. 811th Meeting. 25th Oct 1968. An Amateur 
Beekeeper talks to Professional Beefeaters”. (6 pages of 
notes on small notepaper attached to 3 pages of notes on 
letter-sized paper.) 
9506.173   Notes   
“Education and Foreign Aid in Indonesia. Outline of 
Possible Topics.” ‘The General Situation; The 
Educational System; Some Special Problems; Foreign 
Aid in Indonesia.’ 
9506.174 1958 5 Oct 1958 Newspaper page   
Contains article by Rohan Rivett. The Sunday Times – 
Features, page 21. [Caption] “With Western Australia 
already looking to our nearest foreign neighbour for 
trade, it is vital to realise that …” [title] “Indonesians do 
not hate us”.  
9506.175   
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
“Personality Parade” by L M. “Due to leave this week 
after a two-year stay in Indonesia is grey-haired Dr. 
Kenneth S. Cunningham, UNESCO expert on teacher 
training and educational research.” 
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9506.176   Report Cunningham K S  
“Report on Visit to Indonesia 1955-57” by Dr K S 
Cunningham (12 pages, 4 copies). 
9506.177   Notes   
‘Australian Council For Educational Research. Informal 
Notes On Visit To Paris For UNESCO Meeting On 
Uniformity Of Educational Statistics 5th-9th November, 
1951 By Dr. K. S. Cunningham.’ (6 pages.) 
9506.178   Memorandum   
(On United Nations letterhead). To: Editorial 
(translated); From: Pedoman: July 22, 1957; Subject: 
“Not Only a Monetary Inflation”. Handwritten. Re 
Indonesia. 
9506.179 1966 24 Aug 1966 
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
“Indonesia haunted by mass killing” from Seymour 
Topping of the New York Times. [Annotation: 
24/8/66]. 
9506.180 1958 
Circa June 
1958 
Notes   
‘Beefsteak Club. 27th June ’58. Second Talk. (5 pages, 
plus insert: ‘Confessions – should reveal own position 
on prejudices’.) 
9506.181 1957 1957 Booklet Cunningham K S  
“The Educational System of Indonesia. Outline of 
Structure and Terminology” Compiled by Dr. K. S. 
Cunningham, UNESCO Adviser to Ministry of 
Education in Teacher Training and Educational 
Research, United Nations Technical Assistance Mission 
to Indonesia. Djakarta, 1957. [Stamp] Australian 
Council for Educational Research 
9506.182 1957 
Circa Dec 
1957 
Notes   “Beefs. 13th Dec 1957. Talk on Indonesia” (8 pages). 
9506.183  May Notes   
Address to B.P.S. 21st May. “Educational & Psych. 
Problems in Indonesia”. 
9506.184 1958 10 Feb 1958 Letter Cunningham K S 
Carmichael A, 
Director of 
Talks, ABC, 
Sydney 
To Alan Carmichael: Sir Richard Boyer suggested 
giving talks on his experiences of Indonesia. 
Cunningham suggests some relevant topics & and offers 
to write a draft of any single topic for Carmichael’s 
perusal. 
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9506.185 1959 May 1959 Booklet   
‘Problems and Developments in Indonesian Education’ 
by K S Cunningham (page 13) in ‘Bulletin of the 
Victorian Institute of Educational Research’, May 1959, 
No. 4.  
9506.186 1955 
30 Oct – 25 
Nov 1955 
Notes   
“First Impressions of Indonesia. Commenced 30th 
October: finished 25th November, 1955.” 
9506.187   
Notes for Radio 
Interview 
White H  
From Sir Harold White: “Australian Broadcasting 
Commission “Guest of Honour” Sir Harold White”. 
“Broadcast: 2FC 7:15pm 30/8/70”. Cunningham had 
asked White for a copy. 
9506.188   Bibliography   
‘Bibliography – Primary Sources’. “The following 
archival material held by the Australian Council for 
Educational Research, Frederick Street, Hawthorn, was 
consulted.” [Mentions Carnegie Corporation, 
correspondence (personal papers of Executive Officer 
and President), newspaper cuttings, minutes of 
meetings, and surveys.] 
9506.189   Speech 
Dunn S S 
Faculty of 
Education, Monash 
University 
 
From Syd S Dunn: ‘Graduation Ceremony – 2.30 P.M. 
THURSDAY MAY 25. CITATION – DR. W. C. 
RADFORD’. Regarding Dr Radford’s achievements as 
an educationist and the second director of ACER. 
9506.190   Letters x 3   See below 
9506.190.1 1971 8 July 1971 Letter 
Horrocks N, 
Assistant Director, 
Dalhousie 
University Library, 
Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, Canada 
Cunningham K S 
From Norman Horrocks: thanks for Cunningham’s letter 
of 19th of June. Questions aspects of Jean Whyte’s 
article in the Australian Library Journal & having to 
dispute, in his thesis, Miss Whyte’s interpretation of 
Frank Bell’s views upon returning from his Carnegie 
Corporation Study tour. Also shares some personal 
news.  
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9506.190.2 1970 11 June 1970 Letter 
Horrocks N, 
Graduate School of 
Library and 
Information 
Sciences, University 
of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 
Cunningham K S  
From Norman Horrocks: refers to talking with 
Cunningham and others about the Free Library 
Movement in Victoria, and asks about the whereabouts 
of the Movement’s files. 
9506.190.3 1969 6 Jan 1969 Letter 
Horrocks N, 
‘as above’ 
Cunningham K S  
From Norman Horrocks: writing his doctoral 
dissertation “on the role of an outside foundation and its 
policies”; has chosen Carnegie Corporation of New 
York’s influence on library development in Australia as 
a case study; has obtained Dr Radford’s permission to 
see the ACER files; would like to meet Cunningham 
during his upcoming Australian visit (from April to 
June) to talk about this topic.  
9506.191 1957 4 June 1957 Letter 
Cunningham K S, 
UNESCO 
Technical 
Assistance Mission 
to Indonesia, 
Djakarta 
Radford W C 
Director, ACER 
Condolences to all concerned re the death of valuable 
staff member, Mrs Brownless. Just returned from a 3-
day visit to Bandung; must report on the research 
department in the PTPG – Dean Sadarjoen needs some 
help; Mr Arnaldo is the new head of Mission; Drs Oei 
Tjin San is in charge, and his second in command is 
Mochtar Buchori. Writes in detail about his role in 
Indonesia. 
9506.192 1957 Sept 1957 Report 
 
Cunningham K S 
 
 
UNESCO Mission to Indonesia, Final Report as at 23 
September 1957 by K. S. Cunningham, Consultant in 
Teacher Training and Educational Research. 
9506.193   Letter  Cunningham K S  
9506.194   Envelope   Titled: “Stan Porteus – Valuable” (See below) 
9506.194.1   Letter Ella and Ken Frances 
Condolences re Stan’s death; mentions their shared 
history & thoughts about friends’ positive reactions to 
Stan’s autobiography; inspired to start making notes 
about own interesting life. 
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9506.194.2   Note Cunningham L  
STAN PORTEUS. V. valuable but where lodge? L.C. 
2/90. [Annotation: see also inside cover of Stan’s book / 
talk about opinions on Stan. (Interesting comparison of 
the 2 men)]. 
9506.194.3 1950 13 Sept 1950 
Letter 
(photocopy) 
 
Porteus S D 
2620 Anuenue 
St, Honolulu 
To Prof Stan D Porteus: refers to previous response to 
Stan’s letter of July 19th. Confirms that Stan can use the 
Council’s name to support his application for a 
Fulbright scholarship for a trip to Australia & that they 
wish him success with it.  
[Annotation on verso of last page: A.C.E.R. Series 50 
Vol 124.]  
9506.194.4 1950 13 Sept 1950 
Letter 
(photocopy) 
 
Porteus S D 
“as above” 
To Prof Stan D Porteus: [Heading] Australian Council 
for Educational Research. Response to Stan’s letter of 
July 19th – confident that his organisation will agree to 
offer support to Stan’s proposal. Will present this matter 
to members at upcoming Annual Meeting in three 
weeks. Also, pleased to hear about the success of Stan’s 
latest book. [Annotation on verso of last page: A.C.E.R. 
Series 50 Vol 124.]  
9506.194.5 1950 19 July 1950 
Aerogramme 
(photocopy) 
Porteus S D, 
2620 Anuenue St, 
Honolulu 
Cunningham K 
S, 
Australian 
Council for 
Educational 
Research 
From Prof Stan D Porteus: Asks if Cunningham 
received a request for endorsement from the 
Washington Committee. Provides updates about his 
resent research & publications. Outlines his proposal to 
visit universities and conduct seminars on the Maze. 
Has Professor Elkins’ cooperation. The research project 
of three years’ study should cost $80,000 & the 
Fulbright award should cover the cost. Recently rejected 
offer from Columbia for similar, but would prefer an 
Australian Fulbright award. 
[Annotation on verso of last page: A.C.E.R. Series 50 
Vol 124.]  
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9506.194.6 1951 
27 April 
1951 
Aerogramme 
(photocopy) 
S D Porteus 
“as above” 
Cunningham K 
S, 
Director, 
Australian 
Council for 
Educational 
Research 
Fulbright award was not available for people of his age. 
Mentions impending visit of Dr Malherbe (Natal 
University, South Africa) to Australia for the Jubilee 
and suggestions that Porteus should speak to him when 
he visits after Australian leg of trip. Mentions the use of 
Porteus’ Maze Test in Psychosurgery & relevant uses of 
his books: New position as a Referee of Juvenile Court; 
his Australian novel, ‘Providence Ponds’, sold out 
quickly in London & is in reprint, plus upcoming 
Australian edition. Also, family news updates. 
[Annotation on verso of last page: A.C.E.R. Series 50 
Vol 124.]  
9506.194.7 1950 23 Aug 1950 
Letter 
(photocopy) 
Cunningham K S 
Ramsay A, 
Director of 
Education, 
Education 
Department, 
Treasury 
Buildings, 
Melbourne 
List of discussion suggestions from Cunningham & Bill 
Radford for Council members’ meeting: co-operation 
between ACER & Education Dept. eg training of 
student assistants; co-ordination of research and 
information; best methods of use for Curriculum Survey 
results; suggested follow-up study in a Victorian school; 
copy enclosed of plan adopted by Council for future 
work of ACER; comments re a suggested survey of the 
education of the rural child in Australia. [Annotation on 
verso of last page: A.C.E.R. Series 50 Vol 124.]  
9506.194.8 1969 20 June 1969 
Aerogramme 
 
Porteus S D, 
2620 Anuenue St, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Cunningham K S 
From Prof Stan D Porteus: [Special edition aerogramme 
with ‘Human Rights Year’ graphic.] Has reserved a 
copy of his book, ‘A Psychologist of Sorts’ to send to 
Cunningham. Notes Cunningham’s change of address & 
advises own impending change of address to Arcadia 
Retirement Residence.  
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9506.194.9 1969 7 Dec 1969 Letter 
Porteus S D, 
 ‘Arcadia’,  
1434 Punahou St, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Cunningham K S 
From Prof Stan D Porteus: has received, but misplaced, 
Cunningham’s letter, therefore cannot answer all of his 
questions. Memories of Bell St School days too vague, 
but recalls support of Frank Tate and disapproval of 
McCrae. Reminiscences on warm friendship with 
Cunningham & their separate career trajectories. Relates 
personal feelings & misgivings about his own career, 
but has achieved professional respect despite gaps in his 
education. Great admiration for Cunningham’s 
traditional approach to research methods. Also, family 
news incl. details of his son’s candidacy for Governor of 
the State. 
9506.194.10 1971 11 Nov 1971 
Aerogramme 
 
Porteus B,  
1350 Ala Moana, 
Honolulu 
Cunningham K S 
& Cunningham 
E M 
From Betty (Mrs Hebden Porteus): writing on behalf of 
“Mother Porteus” who is very frail, bedridden & in an 
infirmary at the retirement home. Thanks the 
Cunninghams for letter of sympathy re “Father 
Porteus’s” death. 
9506.194.11   
Letters x 3 & 
aerogramme 
   
9506.194.11.1 1973 29 Mar 1973 Letter 
Hall J, 
Special Services 
Division, Education 
Dept  
of Victoria, 
Psychology & 
Guidance Branch 
Cunningham K S 
From John Hall: announces his impending retirement; 
has something to return to Cunningham. Re memorial, 
the matter has been brought up with Les Emerson 
(illegible), Director of Special Awards. 
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9506.194.11.2 1971 30 Aug 1971 Letter Cunningham K S 
Hall J,  
Principal 
Psychologist, 
Education 
Department 
To John Hall: re honouring the work of S. D. Porteus, 
Head of Bell St Fitzroy School for mentally deficient 
children from 1913. School building possibly earmarked 
for demolition. Believes the school was the first of its 
kind in Australia & has written to director General, D J 
S Verco, to find out (Sydney the only other possible 
contender). Any memorial should also acknowledge 
Frank Tate & Inspector Gates. Cunningham cross 
references Porteus’ autobiography, “A Psychologist of 
Sorts”, pp. 30-35. Reflects on Tate’s high opinion of 
Porteus. 
9506.194.11.3 1971 22 Sept 1971 Letter 
Verco D J A, 
Director-General 
of Education, 
Department of 
Education, NSW 
Cunningham K S  
From David J A Verco: received Cunningham’s letter of 
20th August 1971; confirms that Bell St. Fitzroy school 
was the first of its kind in Australia; Sydney’s first 
school for education of “mentally subnormal children” 
was Glenfield Special School, which opened in Feb 
1927; however, some classes operated in some public 
schools since 1920. Outlines similar provisions initiated 
in NSW, eg Newcastle Asylum for Imbeciles from 
1871, and other special school initiatives – Jefferis 
Cottage for Feeble-Minded Children (Parramatta) in 
1908 & Mittagong Cottage Homes for boys in 1911. 
9506.194.11.4 1971 6 Sept 1971 Aerogramme 
Porteus S D, 
1434 Punahou St, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Cunningham K S  
From Prof Stan D Porteus: agrees with suggestion to 
commemorate opening of Bell Street Fitzroy school 
with his & Frank Tate’s names, but requests inclusion of 
Dr Smyth’s name (from the Teachers’ College) who 
was very supportive of Porteus’ ongoing work in this 
area. Also comments on Cunningham’s intention to 
write the early history of psychology in Victoria.  
9506.194.12 1970 13 Oct 1970 Aerogramme 
Stan & Frances 
“as above” 
Cunningham K S  
From Prof Stan D Porteus: concerned re news of Ella’s 
accident. Shares news of own health issues, and news of 
Hebden’s [his son?] electoral campaign and related 
challenges.  
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9506.194.13 1967 5 Nov 1967 Aerogramme 
Porteus S D, 
2620 Anuenue St, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Cunningham K S  
From Prof Stan D Porteus: pleased that both he & 
Cunningham have been elected among the first fellows 
of the Australian Psychological Association. Reflects & 
reminisces on their long friendship & wealth of 
experience since the Bell Street Fitzroy days. Hopes that 
these memories will stimulate Cunningham to write. 
Porteus continues to write, but is winding up with his 
autobiography, “A Psychologist of Sorts” (due in early 
1968). Was invited as guest of honour at the APA 
anniversary in Washington in September to receive a 
certificate of service. In 1962, shared [illegible] 
psychology award with Carl Rogers. Also shares some 
personal family news.  
9506.194.14 1970 20 July 1970 Letter Porteus S D Cunningham K S 
From Prof Stan D Porteus: [Annotations: This may be a 
duplicate but if so it may also be more legible / From 
Porteus L.C.] Re Cunningham’s last letter to him: was 
glad to be reminded of Bell Street days and their 
associations. Owes a lot to Frank Tate, Mr Gates, and 
Dr Smyth. However, had some issues with Smyth re a 
lost opportunity for recognition through his & Berry’s 
study in “Intelligence and Social Valuation”, intended 
for submission for the 1915 “Higenbotham Scholarship” 
[sic] for original research. Fitts read their study & said 
similar already published in Germany, therefore danger 
of accusations of plagiarism. Porteus eventually 
received an offer from Vineland – mentions support 
from Dr Greenman (Vineland Research Committee) and 
Samuel Fels (Vineland Laboratory), who had both 
begun to distrust Goddard’s Kallikak Family study and 
welcomed Porteus’ scepticism when appraising 
psychological data. Asks for family news & laments 
loneliness of old age. 
9506.194.15   
Envelope, letter 
& newspaper 
clippings 
  
Small envelope marked “S.D. Porteus”. Contains 
letter & newspaper clippings (see below). 
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9506.194.15.1 1970 
25 Apr 1970 
(published) 
Newspaper 
clipping 
Cunningham K S  
‘The local boy wins fame’ article by Cunningham on 
Stan Porteus (The Age, April 25, 1970). 
9506.194.15.2   
Newspaper 
clipping 
  
‘Dr. Stanley Porteus dies at 89’ (The Age, October 30, 
1972 – author not identified). 
9506.194.15.3 1970 
25 Apr 1970 
(published) 
Newspaper 
clipping 
(photocopy) 
Cunningham K S  
Photocopy of ‘The local boy wins fame’ article by 
Cunningham on Stan Porteus (The Age, April 25, 1970) 
– see above. 
9506.194.15.4 1970 10 July 1970 Letter 
“Arcadia” 
1434 Punahou St, 
Honolulu 
Cunningham K S 
From Prof Stan D Porteus: thanks for review of “A 
Psychologist of Sorts” in The Age. Has been ill with 
double pneumonia and a hernia, and still recovering. 
Reminisces on how far they have come from their early 
days with various anecdotes & reflects on where their 
careers have taken them. Mentions working with Frank 
Tate, McRae, Gates, Harvey Sutton and others; Porteus 
owes a lot to John Smyth; Mentions his literary 
aspirations, for which he is finally gaining some 
recognition. Asks for news of Cunningham’s sister and 
relates an anecdote about her time as a nurse which he 
and his wife Frances recently recalled. He also mentions 
meeting Cunningham’s father and mentions his (the 
father’s) interest in growing passionfruit commercially 
in South Gippsland. 
9506.194.16   
Letter, Review 
& Notes 
  See below 
9506.194.16.1 1970 Apr 16 1970 Letter 
Sayers S,  
Literary Editor, The 
Age 
Cunningham K S 
From Stuart Sayers: thanks Cunningham for returning 
the corrected proof of his review of Porteus’ book, and 
confirms that all of his amendments have been made.  
9506.194.16.2   Review Cunningham K S  
‘Local Boy Wins Fame’. Review of Stanley D Porteus’ 
“A Psychologist of Sorts”, Pacific Books, Palo Alto, 
California 1969 by K S Cunningham, Formerly 
Director, Australian Council for Educational Research.  
Box 9506 [1 April 2020] 57 
Series No Year Date Doc type Name/From  To Summary 
9506.194.16.3   Notes   
Review of Stan’s Book. Interview with Mr Sayers at 
Age office (600421) on 26th Feb ’70 (on Royal 
Automobile Club of Victoria notepaper – see inside 
back page). Details instructions for review (eg. word 
count, editing, time frame etc.). 
 
